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Fiscal Court
Accepts Bid For
Motor Grader

today's index

MSU Starts Student IEEE Chapter

Partly cloudy to occasionally
cloudy today through Sunday
with a slow warming trend
through the period. High temperatures today will be in the mid
and upper 20s with lows tonight in
the mid and upper teens and
highs Sunday in the mid and
upper 30s. Winds will be light and
variable less than 10 miles an
hour today and tonight.
Cloudy Monday with a slight
chance of rain or snow. Chance of
.rain Tuesday and Wednesday.

Unemployment
Rate In Area
Up In December

0

Unemployment in west Kentucky
climbed from 5.7 percent in November
to 6.9 percent in December, the state
Department ter Human Resources said
today.
Calloway County was above the state
average with 7.6 percent of the people
out of work during the period.
Robert McDonald, the department's
chief labor market analyst, attributed
the increase to layoffs in the region.
The state's unemployment rate for
the month was 6.2 percent, up 0.6
percent from November.
Carlisle County had the area's
highest rate, 13 percent, and Union
County had the lowest, 3 percent. Other
rates include McCracken County, 5.4
percent; Fulton County, 7- percent;
Graves County, 9.9 percent; and
Marshall County, 12.4 percent.

—J

By DAVID TOMLIN
Writer
PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa. (AP) —
Punxsutawney Phil, the groundhog,
peeked from his heated burrow
today and predicted six weeks of
snow, sleet and freezing rain for the
nation.
Members of the(Punxsutawney
Ground Hog Club dragged Phil from
his hole on Gobbler's Knob at 7:29
a.m. to make the "prediction" for a
crowd of about 1,000 of the freezing
faithful.
Club President Charles Erhard
raised his earmuff next to Phil's
• furry nose', listened; and then told
the crowd the groundhog had seen
his shadow and winter would continue

—tiEWIWEICERS — Admiring their rocsntly issued charter from the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers are the officers of Murray State
University's newly-organized campus chapter of the world's largest technical
society. Seated, from left, are: James G. Weatherly, chairman of the Department of Engineering Technology and the chapter advisor, and Mark Donohoo,
Benton, the chairman. Standing from the left, are: Henry Combest, Cadiz,
vice-chairman; Greg Williams, Metropolis, Ill., secretary; and Van Lear,
Mayfield, treasurer. There are 30 members in the new chapter.

A student chapter of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE),the largest technical society in
the world, has been organized at
Murray State University.

son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Donohi5o.
Vice-chairman is Henry Combest, a
junior
electrical
engineering
technology major and son of Mrs. Sara
Combest, Route 3, Cadiz.

Elected chairman of the new, 30member chapter has been Mark
Donohoo, Route 7, Benton. A junior
engineering technology major, he is the

The secretary is Greg Williams and
the treasurer Van Lear, both senior
electrical engineering technology
majors. Williams is the son of Mr. and

Mrs. Clark Williams, Metropolis, fll.,
wile Lear is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Lear of Mayfield.
A charter has been issued to the new
Murray chapter by the national
headquarters, which is located in New
York City.
James G. Weatherly, chairman of the
Engineering
of
Department
Technology, is the chapter advisor.

Phi Mu Alpha Organizes Musical
43 Years Ago To Raise Money
Forty-three years ago, the Men's
Music Club at then Murray State
Teachers College petitioned Phi Mu
Alpha, a national music fraternity, for
a campus chapter at the school.
Send $400 and a charter will be
issued, they were told — an
astronomical amount for the men's
meager treasury. To raise the money,
the club organized a musical variety
show and called it "Campus Lights."
Acts were formed, music written and
arranged and rehearsals started for the
one-time performance,set For Tuesday
evening, May 10, 1938.
The $400 charter payment became
due, however, before the show could be
presented, and the late Price (Pop)
Doyle, then chairman of the music
department at Murray State, "put his
neck on the block" and wrote a cold
check in that amount two weeks before
the show with confidence that the show
woule "...:Slis:.-alfecess and the money
raised.
a-huge-The show was a success
success.

In fact, it has since become an annual
Murray State campus tradition, and its
43rd production will be presented Feb.
7-10 in .Lovett Audtiorium.
Not only was the $400 needed for the
Phi Mu Alpha charter realized from
that first performance in 1938, but since
then thousands of dollars have been
raised with subsequent shows and
poured into music scholarships for
deserving high school students.
Gross receipts from recent shows
have averaged $9,000, providing more
than $3,000 a year in the music
scholarships.
A highlight of this year's "Campus
Lights" weekend at the university will
be a reunion dinner for the 44 members
of the first cast.
Tickets for the dinner, which has
been set for 5:30 p.m. in the Old Recital
Hall of the Fine Arts Annex, are $5.00
each and reservations must be made by
Feb. 7 by calling 762-4288 or contacting
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman of the
Department of Music.
-- Serving as master of ceremonies will
be Morris Carter, assistant to the

MSU Awarded Grant For
Copper Salts Research
Murray State University has been
awarded a $13,000 grant from the
Society's
American
Chemical
Petroleum Research Fund with which
to conduct a two-year study designed to
explore
energy-saving
possible
characteristics in the chemical reactions of copper salts.

Punxsutawney Phil Says
Six More Winter Weeks

--1

(EDITOR'S NOTE: First District
Sen. Richard Weisenberger, who
represents Calloway County in -the
Kentucky Senate, has proposed a bill
that sets a minimum requirement on
the amount of time a prisoner must
serve before becoming eligible for
release. Weisenberger's bill is the
subject of the following story written by
Courier-Journal staff writer Mohr -d
Wilson.)

run the new grader. .
MOkotenance foribeinachizt
in Paducah.
In accordance with the new state
procurement law, bids had to be taken
on the purchase. The court then could
accept the lowest or lowest evaluated
bid based on reliability of product,
delivery date, maintenence on vehicle
by employees, availability of parts,
availability of company service personnel, distance from nearest company
representative and warranties and
guarantees, according to procurement
code standards.
Miller said the county road employees currently use five graders.
However,four of the machines are 10 to
15 years old.
In other action, the court members
accepted a procurement code in accordance with the state code.
The court also voted to grant an
easement on laying pipes to the 641
Hazel Water District.

partly
cloudy

0

Weisenberger
Believes Jail Is
Crime Deterrent

After receiving six bids, the Calloway
County Yiaeal Courisvoted to accept a
$56,900 bid from the Brandeis
Machinery and Supply Corp., Paducah,
for a Galion articulated motor grader.
Features on the Galion A-500 model
include a 466 cubic inch, 6 cylinder
diesel engine with 140 flywheel
minimum horsepower; full power shift
transmission torque converter; 4
speeds forward and reverse; and 4wheel hydraulic self-adjusting with a
power booster.
Optional equipment includes a
scarifier and another type diesel
engine.
the
Brandeis
to
According
representative, the grader is in stock.
The court members decided to have the
machine delivered soinetime next week
when a 'Brandeis official could
demonstrate its operations to county
road employees.
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller suggested two men be trained to
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Erhard said Phil was "momentarily confused" by the mild winter
weather in western Pennsylvania so
far this year. But there was no
confusion among spectators standing in freezing temperatures, their
feet in an inch of snow.
"We've really redoubled efforts to
pay closer attention than ever
before," said Erhard, president of
the Punxsutawney Groundhog Club
and, by virtue of his office, the only
person able to decipher Phil's
cryptic utterances.
"It's really been just an extension
of fall so far this year," he said.
"Not that Phil will be confused:'he's
never confused. But I don't want to
misinterpret him...."

,dunit tillss;

Stie Per opy

In Our 100th Year

Directing the project, which will
begin Sept. 1 of this year and to be
conducted on the campus, will be Dr.
Oliver J. Muscio, Jr., an assistant
professor in the Department of
Chemistry at the university since 1976.
He will be assisted by two Murray State
chemistry students yet to be selected.
entitled
In
the
project,
"Sterochemistry and Mechanism in
Propargylic Rearrangements,"
Muscio, and his students will study the
ways in which certain copper salts
promote rearrangement reactions in
acetylenes.
"Catalysts such as these copper salts
have iuiyui iani economic sigrrificf,re
ce," ,she said, "because they allow
reactions to take place faster and with
savings in energy."
The petroleum research program
under which the project is being funded
as intended to promote projects in
which college students can participate
in significant fundamental research
while still undergraduates, he said. and
in doing so receive financial assistance.
A native of Oakdale, Calif., Muscio
received his undergraduate degree in
1965 at the University of California at
Berkeley and his doctorate in 1970 at
Op_ Vniiiersity of California at Los
Angeles. Before coming to Murray. he
held faculty positions at the Universities of Arizona and Utah and at Union
College, Schenectady, N. Y.

director of music at the University of
Illinois and who, as a junior trombone
wizard from Mayfield, was president of
the Murray State Men's Music Club
when the show started.
J. R.(Jughead) Mitchell, now retired
and living near Point Clear, Ala., will
be the principal speaker, reminiscing
about student life on the campus in 1938.
At the time, Mitchell, a 5'8", 185-pound
fullback on the football team, was from
Clay. In 1938, he was master of
ceremonies for the first performance.
James A. Davis, also of Point Clear,
Ala., and a retired banker and former
member of the Murray board of
regents, was in charge of scenery for
the first show along with Arthur
Colaianni. He also is expected to be
present for the dinner.
Others from whom reservations have
been received include: Usher Abell,
originally from Paducah but now
retired chairman of the music
department at the University of.South
Dakota; and Guy Ashrtxe, Louisville
music store operator and former
twirler with the Murray band from
Paducah.
Others expected include: Maurice
Brews, now in public school music at
Waycross, Ga.; Paul Bryant, Holiston,
Mass.; Joe Beach,string music teacher
at Henry Clay High School, Lexington;
and Charles Baugh, Mayfield insurance
representative.
Assisting with the reunion dinner
arrangements is R. W. (Doc) Farrell.
who came to the campus in 1945 and for
many years was chairman of the
Department of Music before his
retirement two years ago.
The first year he was on the campus,
he filled in with the "Campus Lights"
band, playing the trumpet, and participated in a faculty skit with the late
Leslie Putnam and C. R. McGavera.
For many years, "Campus Lights"
remained a musical variety show, but
in recent years has evolved into a
student-written, directed and produced
musitra comedy show.
During World War H, when the
student body numbered less than 600
students and most of the men were in
military service, the girls took over
production of the show, temporarily
renaming it "Campus Dimout," and for
their
years afterward
many
organization, Sigma Alpha Iota, cosponsored its production with the Phi
Mu Alpha chapter.
For the past two years, however, the
show has been produced solely by the
Phi Mu Alpha' membership.
Directing this year's show is Greg
Bingman, a catin011.,._sep1or. It deals
with the life of a typical "big man" on
campus, and is being produced by a
company of 127 students, 20 of whom
are in the cast.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — State Sen.
Richard Weisenberger contends that he
is not a -hard-nose" conservative or a
lawmaker who wants to turn back the
clock for Kentucky's penal program.
But he believes that too many cn0.victed criminals are spending too little
time behind bars before being released
to commit more crimes.
That's why Weisenberger, a Mayfield
Democrat, has sponsored Senate Bill 37
to require adult prisoners to serve at
least 25 percent of their sentences
before becoming eligible for parole.
(The bill still permits "shock
probation," which allows the sentencing judge to release a convict
shortly after incarceration on grounds
that the shock of prison will have a
rehabilitative effect.)
"The present system simply isn't
working. This is the only thing I know to
do," Weisenberger said in an interview
•
yesterday.
prisoners to
required
SB 37 originally
serve 75 percent of their sentence
before becoming eligible for parole. But
Weisenberger agreed to amend it to 25
percent after finding that the higher
percentage would cost the state an
additional $25 million to $30 million in
the next two years.
"The liberal element argues that
punishment is no deterrent,"
Weisenberger said. "But rll tell, you
one thing. In the 1930s they passed the
Lindbergh Kidnapping Law, making it
an automatic death penalty for interstate kidnapping. And it brought that
crime almost to a standstill for 40
years."
Although he acknowledges that he
has no statistical evidence, Weisenberger believes there is a correlation
between crime and sentencing.
But even if there isn't, he says logic
supports his proposal. "For each day
that an individual spends incarcerated,
that's one day he's not out breaking into
homes or robbing somebody,"
Weisenberger said.
He said he introduced SB 27 because
of a growing crime rate in rural Kentucky. In Graves County alone, he said,
break-ins and armed robberies have
increased significantly in recent years.
Most rural counties, he added just

aren't prepared to handle an increasing
number of crimes committed by increasinglY--SONS-fleeted -crlinTnais.
The crux of the problem, he contends,
is that many felons aren't the good
parole risks the state parole board
considers them.
"The thing that disturbs me about our
present parole system is that once you
get a convicted felon, chances are he
has committed a number of crimes
without being caught, unless he has just
been unlucky.
"He's usually been given one free
shot by the court in the forth of
probation on the first offense. Inginany
cases, he's even been convicted and
received shock probation after 30
days," Weisenberger said.
People then convicted and giver, a
five- to nine-year sentence are eligible
for parole in one year, he added.
"I simply feel with the present
system, crime pays. If a person doesn't
mind serving a year here and there, he
can go through life without working and
having a pretty decent income,"
Weisenberger said.
He added that 47 percent of the state's
felons are paroled after their first
appearance before the parole board.
Don Weaver, executive director of
the parole bocrd, said that the board
does not disagree with Weisenberger's
approach. But Weaver said the board
would prefer legislation authorizing
minimum imprisonment of between 20
and 35 percent of sentences.
Weaver said 33 percent of the state's
parolees are recommitted to prison.
But only 8.8 percent return because of
new felony convictions. The rest,
Weaver said, are returned because of
technical conditions of their parole.
Weisenberger said he thinks his bill
has an "excellent chance" of passage.
A number of lawmakers have already"
told him they'll support it, he said.
"There's a genuine outcry from
citizens throughout the state who are
fed up with what they see as a lax
system that encourages the commission of crimes and doesn't really
provide much of a deterrent at all," he
said.
But he has a major immediate obstacle. After the bill won endorsement
of the Senate's Judiciary-Statutes
Committee on Tuesday, it was sent to
the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee for further review because
of its budgetary impact.
Weisenberger said the estimated cost
of the bill is between $500,000 and $1.3
million.
Unless that money can be found for
the state's 1980-82 budget,SB 37 is likely
to be imprisoned in committee- for the
rest of the session.

Assembly Gets Brown's..
Teacher Bargaining Bill
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
General Msembly has finally received
the Brown administration's controversial proposal to allow teachers to
engage in professional negotiations.
Senate Bill 149 was introduced in the
state Senate Friday by Sen. William
Quinlan, D-Louisville, who said he
expects it to "bring up more
emotionalism than anything else this
session."
Also introduced Friday was Senate
Bill 145 — another highly controversial
measure — which would mandate that
all beverage containers sold in Kentucky have a 5 cent refund value.
The sponsor, Sen. John Berry, D-New
Castle, said it would probably "stage a
battle between the greatest majority of
copis "ha 0t2nr1 togother on soy one
greatest
the
against
issue
conglomerate of special interests who
ever opposed an issue."
After introducing the professional
negotiations bill, Quinlan joked to a
colleague,"Somebody had to wake this
place up.
"It always generates a lot (of controversy on the floor, but this time -with the governor behind it — it should
generate even more," he said in an
interview, attributing that to
legislators' fear of the unknown and
opposition to change.
snonsiared similar legislation
which passed the Senate in /he last
three regular sessions, but either died
in the House or was vetoed by the
governor.

Quinlan is optimistic that the bill will
again pass the Senate, although he said
he hasn't "done any _ head-counting
yet."
He said it is essentially the same
"meet and confer" legislation he has
sponsored in the past, but that the
administration versiqn is somewhat
weaker than past measures.
Previous bills would have mandated
the kind of contract teachers and school
boards signed, btttMie 'administration
the teacher
al!
proposal wou
board to decide what
organizatio
kind of contract to have, Quinlan said.
The bill was referred to the Senate
Educations Committee. SB 145 — the
so-called "bottle bill" — has not yet
been referred to committee.
A similar measure requiring a refund
for all beverage containers died in
committee during the 1978 session.
Fierrv said he has not Dolled the Senate
to see what the sentiment is this tirne,
but that the climate may have change,
since several new members favor the
bill.
Berry said the Brown administration
has indicated it will hot try to influence
the fate of the measure.
The measure also would repeal the
litter tax imposed on wholesalers by the
1978 legislature. Berry said the tax
burden on wholesalers outweighs the
benefit of the small amount of revenue
produced - about $1.2 milliorr'a year
The tax funds a statewide
promotional program to encourage
qpeople -riot to litter. If the leslature
decides the program is needed. A
should be funded from the General
•
Fund, he said.

_
Happenings In Comniunity
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Saturday, Feb.2
Dance featuring the band,
Twice As Nice, will be held at
the Murray Jaycee Building,
liighway 121 North, from 8
p.m. to 12 midnight. The
public is invited.
Jackson
Purchase
Invitational Gymnastics Meet
ill be held from 9:30 a.m. to
4.30 p.m. at the Southwest
Callou a) Elementary School.
Murtay State University
Men's Racers will play an
Mio Valley Conference
oasketball game with the
Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles at 7:30 p.m. at the
MSC Sports Arena. The Lady
Racers will play Tennessee
Tech at Cookeville.

This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
Sunday,Feb.3
Scout Recognition
Sunday will be held at the
10:45 a.m. services at the
First Christian Church.
Dedication of the new
building at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church will be held
with regular morning services, fellowship meal at 12
noon, and dedication service
at 2 fl.fft. -

40),

Installation of new elders at
the First Presbyterian Church
will take place at 10:45 a.m.
Two-ay workshop dealing
with environmental - approaches to special education
in'the Land Between the Lakes
will open today at Brandon
Springs Group Camp, Land
Lakes.
Between
the
Representatives from 10
school districts in west
Kentucky, west Tennessee
and southern Illinois will
participate.

of PEO
Chapter ,M
Sisterhood will meet with Mrs.
Larrie Clark at 7:30 p.m. with
Mr9. Maurice Christopher as
cohostess and Mrs. L. J.
'Hortin to give the program.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at the club
house.
Ladies Winter Tennis
League will meet at 9:15 a.m.
at the Murray High School
Courts to go to Kenlake Tennis
Center to play at 10 a.m.
Calloway
County
Democratic Executive
Committee will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Murray City Hall.
_
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Mrs. T. C. Collie at 7 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
Denny Smith at 7:15 p.m.
Northside Baptist Church
Women will meet with Mary
Ann McCuiston at 7 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at the church at 7 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Meals will be served at 12
noon at the Nutrition Program
for the Elderly at the Douglas
Center. For reservations call
753-8938.

Gotha'C'h • 7513314
2nd Big Week
7:05,9:10

OW?
\100G1(
1 WK. ONLY•ENDS THURS.

Auditions for "The Good
Doctor" to be presented by the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre in March
will be held at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-1792.
First session of class on
"Publicity Techniques For
The Club Officer" will be held
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 111,
Wilson Hall, Murray State
University. For information
call 762-2387 or 7624483.
•- Murray Lodge No. ?Off Free
/and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall. A potluck supper will be
served at 6:30 p.m.

+1-f T
AN

Ilfiliolrads Seat
7:20,9:301
ME.DT
P-M(DA

THE
ELECT1tIC
HORSEMAN
,
Chestnut s!•753 3314
LATE SHOW
FRI. 8. SAT. 1 1:40 PM
Aduh Entertainment
II Or Over Only

Down the

Tuesday,Feb.5
Sunday,Feb.3
Tuesday,Feb.5
Guest violin recital by
Baptist Church WMI.1
First
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Harriet Hancock, Murray, Women's Guild will meet at 1 will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
will start at 3:30 p.m. m the p.m. in Gleason Hall.
church chapel.
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center,
Murray
State
Jackson Purchase Doll Club
Murray Assembly No. 19
University. This is free and will meet at the home of Grace
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
open to the public.
James at 1 p.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Middle East Bible Study will
The Spanish film, -Cm,"
be held at 6 p.m. at the First
will be shown at 1:30 p.m. and
Senior Citizens groups will
United Methodist Church.
7 p.m. at the Student Center meet as follows: Dexter at
Auditorium, Murray State Dexter Center, Hazel at Hazel
Monday,Feb.4
Douglas Civic Improvement University. A speaker and Center, and Murray at Ellis
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the panel w,ll be featured at the Center, all at 10 a.m., and
Center, North Second Street. evening showing. This is free Nutrition Program for the
All interested persons are and open to the public.
Elderly at Douglas Center at
12 noon.
urged to attend.
.....
.
Delta Department of the
will
Chub
Woman's
Murray
Calloway. County Retired
Murray TOPS (take off
Teachers will meet at 1:30 meet at 7 p.m. at the club pounds sensibly) Club will
p.m. at the Ellis Community house with Mrs. John Ruiz meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
giving the program.
Center.
Center.

Singles Unlimited will have
Singles Unlimited will not
_a progressive dinner with food
Onié SiTd -- -meettonight.served --äfT
ending at the home of the Rev.
Tickets for the Murray
and Mrs. Bob Farless.
Christian
Women's Club Guest
Members will meet at 5:30
- p.m. at the parking lot of the Night Banquet on Feb. 8
First United Methodist should be purchased by 12
Church and go by bus to the noon today with Lois Green,
various homes. Cost will be $1 759-4635.
per: person _ and dinner
Classes in Air Conditioning
reservation‘should be made
Refrigeration, Part 1, and
and
by calling 7512479 or 753-5823.
Typing II will begin at 6:30
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 p.m. at the Murray Area
Free and Accepted Masons Vocational Education Center,
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
Olga Hampton WMII Group
hall. Work will be in the
of the Sinking Spring Baptist.
-fflaSter Makin degree:
Church will meet at the
Square and round dancing church at 7 p.m.
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Polar Spring Baptist
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Baptist Young Women
Church
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet
with Wanda Morgan
will
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
p.m.
at
7
Pavillion, College Farm Road.

BARGAIN MATINEE
SUNDAY 2:00
All Seats $1.50
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Boy Scout Troop No._77 will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church.
Tuesday,Feb.5
Group II of the First
Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m. at the home of
Mxs. leweil Evans with Mrs.
Lucille Austin as cohostess.
Mrs. Guthrie Churchill will*
give the program and Mrs.
Frank Roberts will give the
devotion.

Kappa Dephrtmentz of the
kluiray Woman's_ C'l(ib will
have its Sweetheart banquet
at the club house.
Faculty recital by Raymond
Conklin, trombone, and Marie
Taylor, piano, will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. This
is free and open to the public.
Classes in Small Engine
Repair, Auto Body Spot
Repair, Woodworking, and
Accounting II will start at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray Area
Vocational Education Center.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m. with the executive
committee to meet at 9 a.m.
and coffee to be served at 9:30
a.m., all at the church.
Men's Prayer breakfast of
the First United Methodist
Church will be at Sirloin
Stockade at 7 a.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Dorothy with Mrs.
George Shoemaker at 10:30
a.m. and Bea Walker with
Mrs. G. T. Lilly at 7:30 p.m.

Canter-Thomason
Vows Solemnized

Auditions for 'The Good
Doctor" to be presentedkv be
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre in March
will be held at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library.
Wednesday,Feb.6
Quilting Workshop at the
Calloway County Extension
Office, has been rescheduled
for 9:30 a.m.
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center
with Obera Brown as hostess.

Women's Guild TO
Meet Tuesday At
The Gleason Hall
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will meet at 1
p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 5, in
Gleason Hall. Refreshments
will be served following the
business meeting at which
time final plans will be made
for the annual spring luncheon.
Members will visit the
elderly at Westview Convalescent Home with valentines and treats after the
meeting on Tuesday.

/Mr. and Mrs. James F. Thomason
Miss Lisa Canter,only daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Bobby Lee
Canter, 704 Hillcrest Drive, Mayfield, was married to James
--F„Thomason,son -of Mr-and Mrs_ Elbert A. Thomason 106
Guthrie, Murray,in a December wedding at the First Uniited
Methodist Church, Mayfield, with the Rev. Clarence E. Hare,
Jr., performing the double ring ceremony.
A program of nuptial music was presented by Miss Audrey
Conley of Murray.
The bride, given in marriage by her parents, was escorted
to the altar by her father. She carried a nosegay of white carnations and red roses with streamers ending in love knots.
Miss Colette Nelson was the maid of honor. She carried a
single red rose with satin streamers.
Lindy Suiter of Murray was the best man for Mr.
Thomason.
Following the ceremony a reception was held at the home
of the bride's parents.
•
Assisting in the serving were Mi:ss Tern Lee Matthews,
Mayfield, and Miss Kim Allen, Evansville, Ind. The guest
register was kept by Miss Mari Jane Moreland, cousin of the
bride.
Later in the evening Mr. and Mrs. Thomason left for a
short wedding trip. They are now residing at theinnew home
at 855 South Third, Mayfield.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake

Frances Drake
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What is your favorite
flower? Had you ever stopped
to consider it? Perhaps our
ideas change with the
seasons. During the, cold
winter months when nothing
is blooming in the yard, there
is nothing as bright and
cheery as a bouquet of red
carnations. They last so long
and spread their spicy odor
all around, so I believe it is
my favorite winter blossom
In early spring the big
narcissus are definitely the
ones I love best. They are so
fresh and cheerful.
When the hot days of
summer arrive, I find it hard
to make a choice. But very
few things will take the heat
and come up smiling like the
impatiens.. They will nod in
the breeze and bloom all
summer long, from irost to
frost, and with their glorious
mixture of colors they are
especially- appealing.
Fall brings its luxurious
colors with the chrysanthemums,some okthem with
a delightful scent. I was
entranced with one I had last
year, a light golden yellow
with a flush of pink that I
claimed for My own. So each
season beings its own beauty
I know the rose is the most
popular flower, but in spite of
its beauty and stateliness,
and its heavenly fragrance, I
would not choose it as my
favorite. Perhaps it is too
fragile and I like the sturdier

flowers, or perhaps I mean
the friendlier ones. I like
those blossoms that smile at
you, instead of waiting for
you to come admire them. So
what is your favorite?
Really, there are so many
beautiful plants that as I look
through a catalog, it is almost
impossible to make a choice.
There are so many varieties
of each flower. It is interesting to learn how men
hybridize again and again in
order to bring out the
characteristics they want.
This is a slow process, taking
yeani for each step.
The white Marigold,
discovered last year, is .the
first of its color. Seeds were
planted season after season
until the right color was
developed. Many flowers
bear the name of their
developer, such as the zinnia,
named for Peter Zinn who
was so dedicated to making
this plant worthwhile. Nearly
every plant as we know it
today is a far cry from what it
was in its native state. They
all show some particular
men's effort in the past.
It is truly fascinating
subject and also the most
rewarding. Small gardeners
can do this on a limited scale.
But we can help improve our
blossoms
by
snipping
malformed flowers ana
smaller ones,leaving only the
large finest ones to drop seed
for next year's crop.

FOR SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3.1980
What kind Of day will
travel
for
invitations
Accept
What kind of day will feelings re a .purchase. Later
tomorrow be? To find out what or make plans yourself. Your tomorrow be? To find out what check basics and decide what
the stars say, read the faith in the future is well the stars say, read the you really need. Be conforecast given for your birth placed. Keep spending within forecast given for your birth servative re assets.
VIRGO
Sign.
reasonable limits.
6f0Sign'
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Ult.
AQUARIUS
ARIES '
How to put your best foot
ARIES
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) ir
forward may be your concern
Plans re joint assets should (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You're gung ho about a work
Early morning distractions now. Be yourself and be less
project and should act ac- be acted on quickly. The p.m
cordingly. A time to im- has romantic overtones. A interfere with work routine, concerned about how your
plement ideas. Avoid minor close ally may have good but you'll catch up later. A personality goes over.
distraught friend max get in LIBRA
financial news for you.
differences with a friend•
1
(Sept.. 23 to Oct. 22) --touch with you.
PISCES
TAURUS
There's a tendency for you
TAURUS
Mar.
20)
19
to
(Feb.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
to evade issues now, but if you
Luck comes your way (Apr. 20 to May 201
Make,the first move re a
You may be hesitant to will face things squarely,
romantic interest. Sports and through others. Be sure to be
yourself early re you'll find things work out
commit
of
plans
responsive
to
the
recreational pursuits are
favored, but refrain from close ones. It may be time for dates, but the -p.m. finds you favorably.
with an important love decision. sure of your feelings. Don't SCORPIO
business
mixing
YOU BORN TODAY are mix business with recreation. ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 111'
pleasure.
A time to clear up misungifted with the written and
GEMINI
M
EMl
ay21
NI to June 20)
derstandings among friends.
spoken word. You have a
(May 21 to June 20)
Don't try to evade domestic Watch out for a difference of
Keep your feet on the tendency to scatter your
ground for success. The grass energies but will have success problems.- Face facts and opinion with a teen-ager or
is not greener elsewhere. in advertising, publishing, you'll came up with. solutions. relative. Be flexible.
0440.
_.
Concentrate on domestic law, literature, journalism, Nervousness could- interfere SAGITTARIUS
Nov.
to Dec. 21)
matters. Consider all angles. selling, and banking. You also with work efficiency.
Be realistic in career
have critical ability and can CANCER
CANCER
make
Don't
(June 21 to July 22)00 succeed in research. Your 'June 21 to July 22100 dealings.
Watch moodiness. A change decisions till you're sure of the
You have good ideas, but personality is an asset to your
you must act on them. Make career strivings and you are of dating plans possible, but facts. Consolidate your
initial steps re creative thoroughly at home in front of the alternative will prove to position. Watch cutting
projects. Use care in travel. an audience. You do well in your liking. Serious talks remarks.
CAPRICORN
businesses allied to the arts favored.
Sign no financial papers.
and may have an interest in LEO
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la
LEO
teaching, theater, music, !July 23 to Aug. 221424k
Someone may begiving you
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You may have mixed the run-around. By day's end,
You may feel let down about painting, and politics.
you'll know the facts. Avoid
romance.
loaning or borrowing money,
moneymaking idea
A should
nebe
w
esp to new acquaintances.
capitalized on. Avoid exAQUARIUS
cessive spending or hasty
)Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
purchases.
Second thoughts needed re a
VIRGO
business venture. Check out
I Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP‘itik'
.other options. Do nothing to
You're brinuning over with
jeopardize security. Use
self-confidence. Initiative gets
conservative tactics.
you what you want. Be
PISCES
decisive, but not pushy. Avoid
I Feb. to Mar. 20)
overdoing.
An up and down time re
•
LIBRA
relationships. Be willing to
(Sept. 23 to Oct.
help others with respon.thitit
-Afti1nee seetseof elibein—utside
pervades your activities now.
in dealing with others.
Work done in private brings
YOU BORN TODAY are a
. time for
joy,
butst
laaevre
aactaitztag
hard worker who's able to
make original ideas practical.
Music, sculpture, education,
SCORPIO
horticulture, banking, and
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
weekly)
changes
(menu
acting are some of the fields in
Forget about one disapwhich you'll find happiness.
pointment and mingle with
You're happy to have your
others. A social gathering
inimportant
brings
place in the community and
can do much to contribute to
troductions and new friends.
its betterment. More practical
SAGITTAR1US
(12 and under)
0
°
than the typical member of
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 4
Disappointment in yourself
your sign, yet just as
get you
nlative
progressive, you can find
• or
down,but keep your eyes open
constructive outlets for your
for a wonderful career oporiginality. Birthdate of
Lindbergh,
A.
portunity. Act now!
Charles
CAPRICORN
aviator; Ida Lupin°, actress;
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Va
and Alice Cooper, rock star.
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MCCLURE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
McClure of Farmington Route
1 are the parents of a baby
girl, Candice Miehette,
weighing nine pounds 11
ounces, measuring 22 inches,
born on Tuesday, Jan. 22, at
10:44 a.m, at the MurrayCallowzy Cnunty Hospital.
They have two sons, Mark,
11, and Trevor,8. The father is

self employed as a farmer and
the mother is on leave from
Leta's Beauty Salon, Murray.
Grandparents Ire Mr. and
Mrs. Edmond Gamble of
Murray Route 1 and Mr. and
Mrs. Kynois McClure of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Kirkland of Murray Route 1,
Mr. and Mrs. Clannon Gamble
of Benton Route 3, and Fred
McClure of Murray.

Fashion Focus Of 80's

FUNCTIONAL FASHION-High tech is moving in the
direction of casual clothing with a takeoff on the professional
uniform. At left, painter's pants, with leg loops and lots of
pockets in eye-catching purple, yellow, parrot green or fire
engine red, team with crewneck sweatshirt or zip-front,
hooded sweatshirt with roomy slash pockets, center. At right,
clean-cut preppy chino pants in unexpected hues like teal,
raspberry and bright green; they're topped with the blue collar ultimate-chambray work shirt with front patch pockets
and epaulets. A rainbow-striped belt coordinates.

Spring andSummer- -

Brings Career Cuts I or Hair
By National Hairdressers
Career Cuts, versatile short
and mid-length fashions, have
been designed by the NatHairdressers and
ional
Cosmetologists Association to
help the increasing numbers
of American career women
look more professional during
Spring and Summer 1980.
Career Cuts, featuring long
lengths in the front of the head
for a variety of styling
possibilities, are adaptable for
the office, entertaining or
relaxing on weekends. They
are created especially for the
career women who are rapidly
becoming an important and
influential segment of the
nation's working force.
Max Matteson of Grand
Rapids, Michigan, styles
Direcor for the 68,000
member association, explained, "Career Cuts are
designed to complement the
fashion world's interest in the
business suit and skirt-blazer
combinations for today's
career woman."
Concerning the versatility of
Career Cuts, Matteson said,
"Overall, Career Cuts are
relaxed, flexible styles that
can fall easily into soft waves.
The cuts are shorter in the
nape area, becoming longer as
they come forward. The
shorter ..cut has brief nape.
On both the short and midlength cuts, the top and bang
areas are long. This allows the
wearer to pull the hair off the
face in many different ways."
Additional options are
available through waves,
curls and coloring, all
designed to add softness and
femininity to the Career Cuts.
"Body waves come to the
-forefront.,-with_ subtle, soft
waves and curls to give the

career woman the control her
hair needs to look its best
between her coemetology
salon visits," Matteson explained.
"Softness is again the key
word for Spring-Summer
haircoloring, especially in
light blonde and strawberry
blonde tones," Matteson said.
The newest ehrw coloring
advent for springanuner is a
soft frame of light color
around the face in just a
couple of color shades lighter
than the hair color. The long
career cut length in the front
of the head offers a variety of
ways to enhance facial
features by combing the
special coloring areas both
around and away from the
fae.a well as tO the sides andtop of the head.
The coloring and perming
techniques provide feminine
touches necessary for springsummer's soft and feminine
fashions that include lace,
school-girl collars, revealing
necklines and a renewed
emphasis on soft, white
fabrics.
Career cut hair has very
spherical
light
and
movements, When cut with a
razor and tapering shears, the
texture is changed from the
blunt shear-euta of the past to.
moveable, airy hair with more
length. The hair easily can be
controlled by the use of a blow
dryer.
Spring hats, hair ornamentation and accessories
such as pearls work perfectly
with career cuts. The bang
area length allows for wave
movements' around the face
that can add softness to hats,
ornaments and accessories in
addition to the face.
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A portable
heater can
burn you.
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It works fine for single room heating and
it's fine for spot heating.But if you use one or
more to heat yous whole house, you can be
burned with a high electric bill. Then, if you
se it carelessly by setting it too close to walls
kra

Ask '.us for a free cOpy of The Portable
Electric Space Heater. It tells how to use this
appliance safely andlo its best advantage.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative-Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

Being Present
Can Be A Gift
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I will be married 40 years soon
and plan to give a dinner party to celebrate this joyous occasion:
Our family and most of our friends are aware that this will
be our 40th wedding anniversary, but we positively do not
want any gifts!
You once stated in your column that it was improper to indicate, "No gifts, please," on an invitation. Later you not
only reversed yourself but offered some excellent alternatives. What were they?
KANSAS CITY INQCIRY
DEAR K.C.: I have stated many times that any mention
whatsoever of gifts was improper on an invitation. This includes the forthright "No gifts, please," as well as the
tasteless lin my view) suggestion that cash is preferred to
any other type of gift.
Many sent sample invitations in which gifts were mentioned. Below are two that changed my mind:
"Mary and John Jones invite you to dine with us on the
evening of June 1 at our home at 7:30 p.m.
"It is in celebration of our 20th wedding anniversary.
Your friendship is a cherished gift. We respectfully request
no other."
"The children of Alice and Donald Brown invite )ou to
celebrate with them the 50th wedding anniversary of their
parents. A reception will be held May 20, 5 p.m. at Hillcrest
.
Country Cittb7-- "We request your help in compiling a book which recalls
memories from our parents' first 50 years of marriage. On
the enclosed sheet, we ask that you write one memory or
event that you have shared with them, and return it to us by
April 25. We believe that loving memories they have shared
with you, their friends, would be the most treasured gift
they could receive; therefore, we request that no other gift
be sent."
DEAR ABBY: Years ago, when married people v.
in .
vited to weddings, the invitations were addressed to "Mr.
and Mrs."
Have times changed? Recently my physician hu-band
received two wedding invitations addressed to him ()illy.
One was from a nurse, the other from a patient. He said both
knew he was married.
He attended both weddings by himself because he is
dedicated to his profession; but I feel my not being in, tied,
and his accepting without me, was rude.
Can you update me on the present customs'?
INVISIBLE PARTNER
DEAR PARTNER: Forget customs, etiquette and all the
rest. Kindness and common sense outranks propriets and
tradition in my book.
The invitations should have included you. But since they.
did net, your husband should have either requested jiermis‘
sion,t,9!Ting you.7.or stayed home
,
DEAR ABBY: Please settle an argument. Where I work,
there is this woman who has silver-gray hair but a piting
face and a good figure. She must be about 50 but looks
younger. She has. 12 grandchildren, but she swims with
them, rides a bicycle with_them and belongs to three howl,
ing teamsShe says she never babysits with her grandchildren
unless there is an emergency. Everyone says I am all wet
with my ideas but I think a grandmother should act like a
grandmother and sltould be more proud of her grandchildren
than her bowling score.
A MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: This grandmother is acting like a
grandmother. A modern one. Nowadays you can't tell a
grandmother by looking at her,and I say more power to her!.
Get the facts about love, sex, drugs and Vowing up in Abby's new booklet: "What Teenagers Ought to Know." Send
$2 and a long, stampe4(28 cents), self-addressed envelope to
Abby, 132 Lasky DriveNleverly Hills, Calif. 90212

I Pere are also career cuts
offering variations and easy
mamtdnance for men in both
white and blue collar
positions. Male career cuts
have strong geometric shapes
over the ears with neat, brief
sideburns.
Male career cut options are
extra length either in the front
of the head for a classic, allAmerican collegiate look or in
the back, below the ears,for a
progressive look of contemporary style.
Career cuts for men and
women al,so look fashionable
when wet. Light oils, including
mineral oil, may be used to
create a wet look on the
Career Cuts which maintain
their body when wet.
For men and women alike,
for young and rnature Individuals, career cuts are
logical fashion looks to open
the 1980's.
Career cuts for springsummer were premiered Jan.
13-16 at the 1980 National
Beauty Show at the Aladdin
Hotel in Las Vegas,
Career Cuts were created by
NHCA Styles Director Matteson and the Spring-Summer
Coiffure Design Committee
which includes use Burrell of
Colorado Springs, Colorado;
Shirley Gossett. of Columbia,
South Carolina; Dale Johns of
Amarillo, Texas and Mary
Myers of Johnson City, New
York. All are members of the
prestigious
association's
styling group, the Official
Hair Fashion Committee.
BIGGEST SELLER
At their groceries in 1978,
Americans
bought
the
equivalent of 79,318,000 onepint jars of picles, making
them a bigger seller than
corn, tomatoes, beans or peas,
according
to
National
Georgraphic.

HEALTH
•••

Famous people had epilepsy
Lawrence L. L amo,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
I had best minds in history have
two seizures very close been people who have been
together. I was hospitalized epileptics Two classic examand given a brain scan and an ples are Julius Caesar and
EEG. The brain scan was nor- Alexander the Great There
mal but the EEG (brain wave) are also important musicians.
was "abnormal but not epilep- philosophers and outstanding
tic.''
people from all walks of life
My doctor put me on Dilan- who have lived with epilepsy
tin and Phenobarbitol. I did
I'm sending you The Health
all right for a while and then I letter number 10-8t Epilespy
started having trouble with You Can Have It Too It will
my writing, spelling and give you a better appreciation
thinking of certain words I for the problem. Other readwanted to use in conversaers who want this issue can
tions.
send 75, cents with a long
A new EEG was taken and stamped self-addressed envethe doctor changed the Pheno- lope for it. Send your request
barbitol to Depakene. It t6 me in care of this newspaseems to be helping but I wor- per, P.O. Box 1551. Radio City
ry about taking so much medi- Station, New York, NY 10019.
cine.
If a person has Grand Mal
I hope you can give me epilepsy it's common for it to
some idea why all of a sudden start in early adult life withI would have two seizures. I'm
24 years old and female and
- Fut fairly nervous. i wffa..to
my present doctor in the first
place because I had trouble
with my arms jerking for no
reason and no warning. He put
me on Serax. I'm so tired of
Mrs. James F. Thomason,
being sick and in the hospital.
Will this ever go away and nee 1.isa Canter, was comcan I get off medication? My plimented with a coffee held
dqctor also told me not to Jan. 19 at the University
drive a car for a year. Do you. , Branch of the Bank of Murray.
agree?
The hostesses for the bridal
DEAR READER - People event
were Mrs. Donald
can have convulsions from a
variety of causes, for example Hughes, Mrs. James Lassiter,
from inadequate circulation Mrs. Vernon Cohoon, Mrs.
to the brain, heat stroke. John Hina, Mrs. Peter
severe fevers aid even severe Whaley, Mrs. Dale Cochran
low blood
and Mrs. James Payne.
_ . sovat.
hard-t6 -ptn:Sometimes
The-hontifee, her mother,
point exactly what causes Mrs. Bobby Lee Canter of
convulsions, but with the minMayfield, and her mother-inimal information provided in
your letter there's a strong law, Mrs. Elbert A. Thomason
probability that you do have of Murray, were presented
epilespy. That's probably corsages of daisies and baby's
what your doctor thinks too, breath by the hostesses.
and the medicines he has givCorsages
also
were
en you are those intended to presented to the grandbe used to control or prevent mothers of the
couple-Mrs.
convulsions. Some doctors shy
away from telling their Richard Bost and Mrs. Ralph
Canter, Mayfield, and Mrs. L.
patients they have epilepsy.
I suppose that's Traporlaiit D.Sauvage,.Tilene., The coffee table, covered
in some instances but the
truth is there should be no with a white cutwork cloth,
social stigma to saying a per- was centered with a floral
son has epilepsy. Some of the arrangement.

out previous episodes
Fortunately, in almost all cases the convulsions can be controlled or prevented This
doesn't always happen overnight and determining the
best combination of medicines
for a patient sometimes
requires a period of trial and
error The result is that
almost all individuals who
have epilepsy can expect to
lead as normal and as happy a
life as if they didn't have it at
all.
Yes, your doctor is wise in
asking you not to drive a car
for a year. This period of time
is needed to make 'sure that
your medicines are controlling the seizures and to protect you from having one
while you're driving.

Mrs. Thomason Feted
At Coffee Held Here
Miss Audrey Conley of
Murray presided at the guest
register at the table centered
with
a
fresh
floral
arrangement of daisies.
The hostesses presented
Mrs. Thomason with an
electric fry pan as a wedding
gift.
MUFFINS MADE
OF CHEESE,CORN
If you're.Innking high,
and medium for a quick
muffin, Caraway Cheese Corn
Muffins are easily made.
Combine one package (1
pound 2 ounces) corn muffin
mix with one cup shredded
Cheddar cheese and two
teaspoons caraway seed. Beat
one cup milk with two eggs;
add to dry ingredients and stir
Just enough to moisten them.
Fill -18 well-buttered muffin-cups two-thirds full. Bake in a
preheated 400 degrees F. oven
15 to 18 minutes. Serve warm
with butter.
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Echoes l'rom The Past

By Judy Maupin

How.Matthew Gracey
Became An Indian Chief
Some years ago, Corrine Whitehead,
who is noted for her interest in and
writing about local history,"wrote a full
page article about Matthew Lyon and
the early days of Eddyville, Kentucky.
In this article, she touched upon an
anecdote which I found quite interesting. It concerned the days, in the
early 1800's, when the Chickasaw
Indians were still inhabiting Western
Kentucky. Evidently the Indians had a
fair degree of influence on community
activities. In order for keel boat traders
to navigate the rivers in this territory,
they were forced to sign treaties with
the Chickasaws, to insure safe passage
of their boats.
George Gracey, stepfather-in-law of
Matthew Lyon's son Chittenden, had
signed a treaty with a Chickasaw
Indian chief by the name of Chief MinkA-Pie. Gracey was a boat operator and
trader on the Ohio, Mississippi, and
Cumberland Rivers.
Although Gracey himself seemed on
peaceful terms with his Indian neighbors, evidently other men in the neighborhood were not. Two men who lived
-inthevieinity of Hurricane Creek were
taken to court for the murder of
"Jimmy, a good Chickasaw Indian."
One of these men was a Baptist
preacher, and the other was his
brother-in-law. It is not known under
what circumstances this murder took
place, but it was taken seriously by both
Indian and white men, because it had
the potential of upsetting the delicate
balance of relations between the two
groups.
• The murdel• of Jimmie threw the
community into a turmoil, because it
threatened the existence of this pact
allowing free passage of the boats
traversing the rivers. It had not been
too many years earlier when a group of
Chickasaws had attacked Fort Jefferson, near the mouth of the Ohio, and
the situation between both groups was
still shaky.
The court fined both white men
heavily and ordered them put into
prison for the murder. However, they
managed to escape both punishments
by escaping down the Mississippi
River.
During the time that the court was
convening, Chief Mink-A-Pie paid a
visit to George Gracey in Eddyville.
While the two men were conversing, the
chief noticed that Graces son Matthew was playing nearby. In a gesture
which may have been a threat or
merely a way of asking to demonstrate
trust, Chief Mink-A-Pie told Gracey
that he was going to take young Matthew with him.
The chief told Gracey that he would
bring back the boy "at the setting of the
third sun." Gracey realized that there
was little he could do to stop this,
without making matters worse, since
the white men were outnumbered by
the Chickasaws. It was highly possible
that any bad move would be followed by
a massacre.
Mrs. Gracey was understandably
upset; for three days the hysterical
mother, along with the rest of the town
of Eddyville, waited to see what would
happen.
At sunset,on the third day, true to his
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word, Chief Mink-A-Pie mune walking
down the hill into town, with little
Matthew holding his hand. The child
had been outfitted in full Chickasaw
chief regalia, in an outfit especially
made for him during his stay.
This is how Matthew Gracey was
made a Chickasaw chief,a story that he
told for many years thereafter. After
that, the Indians stayed on friendly
terms with the residents of Eddyville,
evidently the result of a show of trust by
a man who entrusted them with his
most-prized-possession his Or,
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WEE M9kfT START BEFORE I CAN LOCAlE MY CENTLR."
Service
c Copley NewsMR
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Says Caet°on
In Bad Taste

'Getting Close To Nature'
Commission's Everglade Region
In a recent column on the outdoor
reported two years after the trap was
page of the Ledger & Times, Wade
banned that he had not found It
Bourne accompanied a friend making
necessary to employ any new measures
the rounds of his trapline.
to replace trapping as a tool in
What an idyllic scene lie painted:
managing the animal population.
"crystal clear water filtered by the
It seems certain, however, that we..,,
cattails and standing timber" and
shall continue to hear the trappers
scenery which was "a treasure to those
maintain that traps are humane, that
who enjoy being alone with nature."
they will protect us from the spectre of
Spending all day outdoors checking the
traps for animals, Bourne asserted, a rabies epidemic, and that they are
brings the trapper close to nature,
indispensable management tools. No
promoting a "freedom of spirit, a
doubt we shall also continue to read Mr.
harmony of elements and a peace that -ileireues descriptions of the glories of
cones from knowing your place in the
nature, jultaposed to the grisly
scheme of things."
business of torturing animals. No
But one wonders how such a-.'student
doubt nature's "stillness" and "its
of the grand classroom," as he terms
primordial serenity" will, to the
the outdoors, can have a blind spot for
trapper who loves nature, continue to
the animals about him: muskrats and
be undisturbed by the desperate
beavers held underwater by traps until
anguish of the animals he traps. And
they drown (it takes about twenty • you may also be certain that the
minutes), foxes and skunks held by
Humane Society will "continue to
mangled paws until they gnaw them
respond by putting trapping in what we
off, family pets held fast all night,
think is its grim and unnatural perexposed to the winter weather, until
spective.
they slowly freeze to death.
How can one reconcile the writer's
idyllic view of nature and the torture
the trapper inflicts upon animals? A
number of justifications for trapping
are frequently offered. Last weekend,
one trapper being interviewed at the
trapping exposition on the Murray
State University campus asserted that
trapping is "humane." Technological
advances, he claimed, have eliminated
its cruelty. But the leg-hold trap, which
is most frequently used, remains
essentially the same device that it was
when it was invented more than a
hundred years ago, inflicting excruciating pain upon its intended and
unintended victims.
Humane? One individual who accidentally got his own hand in one of
these traps described the sensation as
much like having your finger slammed
in a car door.Imagine being held fast in
that door for hours while you try to pull
your hand out! Yet the trapper, who
was a member of the West Kentucky
Furtakers Association, insisted that
while the trap conjured up adverse
images because of its name,it actually
should be considered as a "restraining
device!" If the trap, width COW flesh
and- splinters- bone; is a -`-`restraining-device," then one might properly term
Apache scalping parties as "hair
stylists."
Last weekend, trapping was justified
as a means of controlling "canine
rabies." However, the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta, which
studied trapping in detail and is no
special friend of animals, concluded
that trapping had no effect on the incidence of rabies and found its studies
so convincing that it recommended that
trapping be abandoned as a means of
controlling the disease! The National
Academy of Science in Canada,
working independently of the U.S.
Government study,came to exactly the
same conclusion. Yet you may be sure
that the trappers will continue to
spread the fiction, hoping that fear will
accomplish what truth cannot.
Often, trapping is justified as a "tool
of wildlife management."
. But how can
,
the use of a device which cannot
discriminate between a dog, a coyote,a
cat, or a fox, for even a bird) or
discriminate between a healthy and a
rabid animal, be properly called
,"management?" Recent studies show
that trapping has no appreciable effect'
on the level of wildlife population. The
manager of the Florida State Game

Bible Thought
fight the gpod fight of faith, lay
hold on eternal life, whereunto thou
art called. I Timothy 6:12.
We are Christ's soldiers in the
world Our reward is sure through
faith.

The County Animal Shelter is open
Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to

noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. On Saturdays,
it is open from 10 a.m. to noon. Tel. 7694141.
Animals Available
At The Shelter
Dogs: Ipart-Collie,female, 4 years
old I part-Collie, female, 2 years old, 1
Benji type, male, 1 year old, I Beagle,
female, older dog,1 Collie-Lab, male, I
year old.
Puppies: 1 part-Shepherd, female, 8
weeks, 2 part-Shepherd, male,8 weeks,
1 Shepherd-St. Bernard, male, 2
months, 1 Shepherd-St. Bernard,
female, 2 months, 2 mixed breed,
female, 2 months.
Cats:o 1 Tiger-stripe, female, adult,
black and white, male, adult, 1 dad(
and gray, female, adult, 1 black and
white, female, adult, I calico, female,
adult, I part-Persian, black, neutered
male, very large, adult.
Kittens: 2 gray, black, and white,
male, 8 weeks, I yellow, with white
paws, male,8 weeks,1 calico, female,8
weeks, 1 black and white, male, 10
weeks, 1 biack and white, female, 10
weeks, 1 Tiger-stripe, male, 3 months.
Found: Red and black Doberman,
female, January V at 12th and Payne.

Dear Sir:
Recently you printed a Bob
Englehart cartoon furnished by Copley
News Service.
• This particular cartoon had the "boob
tube" to say,"DEATH To CARTER!"
and that epithet repeated. The old man
listening said, "STUPID IRANIANS
But,then,the old lady corrected him:
— "WHAT IRANIANS? THEY'RE
AMERICAN FARMERS!"
I feel sure that, in the hurry to get out
a daily, you picked up this cartoon
without too much notice to its contents.
Now, if the cartoonist had used "Down
with Carter," or "Out with Carter," or
"Defeat Carter," or even "Impeach
Carter," it would have been within the
realm of reasonable possibility.
But, it is doubtful that five farmers in
the entire United States would say,
"Death to Carter." I doubt that there
are ten people, not farmers, who would
say such a thing.
In other words, Bob Englehart's
cartoon was in bad taste. I believe, too,
you will agree to that reaction.
Very sincerely,
Undell Bagley
Rt. 5, Murray, Ky.

Today is Saturday, Feb. 2, the 334,
rimy of 1980. There are 333 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 2, 1876, eight baseball teams
banded together to organize the
National League.
On this date:
In 1635, the Argentine city of Buenos
Aires was founded.
In 1848, the United States bought $15
million worth of land from Mexico —
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and
California.
In 1870, the so-called "cardiff giant"
— supposedly a petrified human being
found in upstate New York — Was
declared a hoax.
In 1978, Officials said the American
defense budget would have to increase
by almost $56 billion by 1963 — just to
keep up with Soviet military outlays.
Ten years ago, officials in Argentina
were cleaning up the wreckage of two
trains that collided near Buenos Aires.
The accident had killed 139 people the
day before.
Five Years ago, Ethiopia's military
government ordered bombers, armored units and troops into operations
against guerrillas in Eritrea Province.
Last year, the Ayatollah Khomeini
rejected peace overtures from Iranian
Prime Minister Shahpour Balthtiar,
instead Calling on him to resign.
Today's Birthdays: violinist Jascha
Heifetris 79 years old. Actress Farrah
Fawcett is 33.
Thought For Today: "We have 40
million reasons for failure, but not a
single excuse." — Rudyard Kipling
(1865-1936)

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
If a willingness to both think and act
differently from the majority of our
fellowmen is a criteria of good
citizenship in a democracy, then those
of us charged with helping young people
learn to think might remind ourselves
of these words:
the scholar...1n the right state be is
man thinking. In the degenerate
state, when the victim of society,
he tends to become a mere thinker,
or still worse, the parrot of other
mens' thinking.
This thought is not new, the product
of the radical sixties. It comes from
Ralph Waldo Emerson's famous essay
on "The American Scholar," written in
1837.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Ricky Lee Pace, 19, and James
Stephen Mitchell, 21?, died from injuries
sustained in a car accident that occurred on Tucker Road, one mile west
of Hardin.
Other deaths reported include Mrs.
Jennie Ross, 68, and Mrs. Lora Boyd

Braboy,91.
The combined resources of the three
banks of Calloway County are in excess
of $67 million dollars, according to
published reports of the Peoples Bank,
Dees Bank of Hazel, and Bank of
Murray. I

J. Field Montgomery, administrator
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, has announced that names of
patients admitted to the hospital will
not be published in the regular hospital
report released each ckly due to the
large number of visitors being recorded

at the hospital. Names of dismissals
will continue to be released.
Births reported include a boy to Dr.
and Mrs. Joe L. Green on Jan. 30.
Navy Capt. Neil C. Demaree has been
promoted to his present rank while
serving at Camp Pendleton, Calif.

20 Years Ago
The Calloway County Circuit Court
convened yesterday with Circuit Judge
Earl Osborne presiding. Members of
the Grand Jury are Albert Parker,
Burie Miller, Mrs. Koska Jones,
Chesley Butterworth, Kenneth Redden,
Amos Hill, Alfred Young, Mrs. Jack
Kennedy, Joe H. Curd, Harry Morton,

Mrs. Onya Darnell and Max Sykes.
Deaths reported include Elmus S.
Norman, 77.

Margaret Willis, Director of- the
Kentucky Library Extension Department, spoke on Library Extension

Calloway County Judge Waylon
Rayburn presided at the meeting of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court held this
morning.

Work and the Murray-Calloway County
Library at the meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.

The Murray- State College Thoroughbreds beat the East Tennessee Buccaneers by the score of 113 to 68 inn
basketball game last night at the MSC
Sports Arena. This was a new scoring
mark for the Racers. Gene Herndon
was high scorer for Murray and Tom
Chilton for East Tennessee.

3O Years Ago
Dark fire- cured tobacco-sales hereyesterday totaled 43,324 pounds for an
average of $22.62 per hundred weight.
The growers received a total of
$9,790.98.
The March of Dimes Day in Calloway
County has been proclaimed for Feb. II

by. Murray-Mapa.George Hart,
Dr. Conrad H. Jones, M. D., is now
associated with the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic,Inc., in the practice of obstetrics
and gynecology.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Orlyn Johnston on Jan. 29, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ftouton on Jan.

IOC AXced
Scull on Jan. 31.
Donald S. Brumbaugh of Murray
recently received the Master of Science
degree in physical education at the
University of Indians:
The Murray State College Thorough-

tireds- beat the- Marshall- C-ottrity
Thundering Herd of Huntington, W.
Va.,in a basketball game played at the
Carr Health Building, Murray. The
score was 70 to 65. High team scorers
were Beshear for Murray and Wright
for Marshall.

40 Years Ago
A new industry has been created in
Murray by the Murray. Milling Corn- pany with the announcement of completion of its sweet feed mill for the
mixing of feeds of various kinds for
poultry and all types of livestock.
Tobacco sales on the Murray Loose
Leaf Floors this week resounded again
with the highest prices on an average in
the entire dark fired area. The season's
average is 68.67.
Deaths reported include John
Anderson, 89, Robert C. Butterworth,
62, Mrs. Jim Tucker, 71, Mrs. Fence
kelvins,
-.,„ 66 C. B. Richardson, 28, Mary
•

Lee White, Mrs. Nancy WaLston, LeRoy
Kuykendall, and George Higgins.
With 1,003 enrolled in the college
proper, Murray State on Jan. 31
recorded an increase of approximately
14 per cent over the enrollment for a
corresponding time one year ago.
Fires this past week destroyed the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Alexander,two miles east of Hazel, and
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Ferguson, New Concord.
V. A. (Bill) Phillips, Kentucky
senator from this district, has been
Atpointed assistgt floor leader of the

state senate.
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett and Mrs. J. W.
Carr of the Murray Woman's Club will
attend the mid-winter board meeting of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs at the Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
New officers of the Magazine Club
elected at the meeting held at the
Murray High School Library were Mrs.
Hall Hood,Mrs. R. A. Johnston, Mrs. E.
A. Tucker, Miss Lola Holland, Mrs.
George Baker, and Mrs. G. T. Hicks.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Washburn on
Jan. X, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Sam

Goodman on Jan. 72, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ardel Williams on Jan. 28, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eural Pritchett an
Jan. 27.
Doris Workman, LaVerne Edwards,
Sue Johnson, and Ralph Wofford are
members of the Debate Team 4,
Kirksey High School.
Chuck roast is listed as selling for 15
cents per pound in the ad for Shrogt
Bros. Meat Market this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Balalaika" starring Nelson Eddy,
Flora Massey, Charlie Ruggles, Frank
Morgan, and Lionel Atwill.

sat

50 Years Ago
All previous enrollment records at
,Murray State Teachers College were
broken Jan. 29 when 1,034 student* had
registered for the spring semester
which opened Jan.27. An increase of 8.6
per cent was over last year's record of
enrollment at the same time.
An average of $10.91 per hundred
weight for 370,615 pounds of dark fired
'cured tobacco was recorded this week
on the thin Murray Loose Leaf Flows-Farmer's, Outland's, and Veal's.
Deaths reported include James H. ,
Utterback, 84, Mrs. Cora E. Crotzer,
Tobe Newport, 80, L. T. Cunningham,
W. A. Barnett, 74, and George M.

N
•
Tucker, 86.
Erin
Montgomery
of New
Miss
Concord is in Lexington attending the
Farm and Home Conference at the
University, of Kentucky. She will be
recognized as a Master State
Homemaker. Also attending are Mrs.
Nell Armstrong of the Broach community and Sadie D. Wilgus, Calloway
County Home Demaudtation Agent.
Dr. Ben B. Keys and Dr. E. B.
Houston are moving their offices this
week into their handsome and coinmodious new clinic-hospital VuBding at
North Fifth and Walnut Streets,
Murray.
Murray
'
s long

delayed monument to

erect a fitting tribute to tne
monumental work of- Nathan B.
Stubblefield is attracting some at..
tendon throughout the 'state. An
especially timely article appeared last
week in the Brownsville News written
by Perry Melotm, native of Murray,
who was residing in Murray and saw
the wireless telephony experiment of
Stubblefield.
M. L fflifinell, Murray postmaster,
said several instances of tampering
with mail receiving boxes in the city
has been reported.
New officers of the Magazine Club
elected at the meeting held at the First
National Bank building were Mrs. R. T.

Wells, Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mrs.
Carlisle Cutdiin, Mrs. B. B. Keys, and
Mrs. Tom.
Stokes.
.
A play, "Situ.Bright," was presented
Feb. 1 by the Junior and Senior Classes
at Lynn Grove High School with Mrs.
Goldie McKeel Dunn as director. Cast
members were Sammy Kelley, Hoyt
Jones, James Stone, Harold Douglas,
W. C. Hutchens, Jessie Warren, Emma
Douglas, Laura Parka, Augherta
Jackson, Noririe Rogers, Elizabeth
Ssiann, and Rubye Mae Williams.
/Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Two Lovers" starring Ronald Colman
and Velma Banky.
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Consulting Engineer Goes
Into Wine-Making At Fulton
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1979 Oil Profits Echo 1974
By WILLIAM GLASGAL1
AP Business Writer
YORK AP) — The oil
: Ary's profit reports for
ct. sounded like a replay of
:•4 earnings jumping higher
arid oil prices soared.
H 1979, as prices charged by
L niza tion of Petroleum
snorting Countries members

nearly dOubled, the five
largest oil companies in the
United States had profits that
totaled $11.2 billion, up 69
percent from 1978's $6.6
billion.
Exxon Corp. alone accounted for $4.3 billion of the
total as the world's largest oil
company logged a 55 percent

Paul Leine used to be a We have all our money
tied up reaching 1.96 gallons in 1978.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
consulting engineer for Union in wines," said Mr. Leine.
Adult per capita consumption THE MOVE LAST WEEK
Carbide in Houston, Texas,
The Lathes produce six reached a little over three Market was up slightly
who enjoyed making wine in wines— red, whites
and a rose gallons in 1978.
Leading gainers: Humana
his spare time at home. Now — and anticipate
developing
For Mr. Leine, much of the (NYSE), to 4811s from 46%;
he's a small businessman in more in the next few
months. satisfaction has come in Western Kentucky Gas
the far western Kentucky They are moderately
priced — taking early retirement to (OTC), to 19 from 17%
town of Fulton, with his own ;3 to $4 a bottle; about
25,000 develop his own business. "He Greatest declines: Texas Gas
winery and all the problems gallons were produced
in 1979 says the sight of grapes Transmission Corp. (NYSE),
that go with running your own and Mr. Lathe hopes that
will growing beats chemical to 28% from 29%; General
business.
double in 1980.
plants," said Mrs. Leine.
Energy (OTC), to 15% from
The Leine Vineyard and
The most nagging problem,
16%.
Winery wasstarted in 1973 and according to Mr. Leine,
Bill E. Brown, Allen Cun- Murray, will assume the job of
is
now includes 54 acres of filling out government
ningham
and Johnny Jarnes assistant manager. He has
forma,
vineyards.
Brown make up the new been employed by the co-op
"Once
the especially those involving
vineyards are established, taxes. "All I'm doing is sermanagement The Co-op Store two years. Currently, he
in Murray.
they can live 50 to 100 years, ving as the government's
serves as a platoon sergeant
tax
Bill Brown, 309 Mayfield with the U.S. Army Reserve's
but it is expensive to get them collector. It takes 20 percent of
Rd., Clinton, will hold the 100th Division.
established. We had expected my time to collect my taxes,"
position of manager. Brown
to: spend 92,000 an acre, but Mr. Lathe said.
A 1966 Murray High School
has worked 12 years as a self- graduate, Cunningham atnow that's up to $3,000," said
Halfway across the state in
employed farmer. Since 1971, tended
Mr. Leine's wife, Jane, who is Paris, near Lexingto
Murray
State
n,
he has held several different University three years and
office manager of the Colcord Winery has just
jobs in the agribusiness field.
operation.
spent four years in the U.S.
completed production of its
A veteran of the U.S. Navy, Air Force.
Retail distribution is to third season of wine. Its
Brown attended Arkansas
begin for the first time this vineyards are on almost 40
Johluiy Brown, Route 6,
State College, Jonesboro, 2'a Hopkinsville, will serve as
month by Bryant Distributing acres of land in Bourbon
years. Afterwards, he began fertilizer manager. He has
in Owensboro and Jefferson County and were started 10
to farm.
Distributing in Louisville. years ago.
"We probably won't sell over
The Colcord Winery is
25 percent of our wipes in located in a 19th century
Kentucky. Sales will perhaps farrier's shop and tavern one
be in Georgia, Texas, block from the Paris CourLouisiana, Illinois
and thouse Square; wine made
Indiana," said Mr. Lathe.
there is bottled under the Cane
And sales will be the key to Ridge label, after the
whether or not the small vineyards and
historic
winery
survives. Bourbon County meeting
"Bureaucracy makes it very house. The standard varieties
difficult for a new business to — Kentucky Red and Kenget started. We're doing all we tucky White — sell for $5 a
can do to survive, and I have bottle. Premium varieties sell
The Murray Karate Center Shotokan and Wado Ryu;
the highest hopes of survival. for $6 a bottle.
will be celebrating its first Eddie Jones, holder of first
At first, much of the wine anniversary with an open degree black belts in Shotokan
was sold at the winery, but house from 6 p.m. to 8 and Wado Ryu; and John
Colcord
is
gradually Tuesday, Feb. 5, at tne center, Rover, owner of the center,
developing a distribution located in the Dixieland holder of a black belt in
system for local retail outlets. Shctpping Center.
Shotokan. Boyer also instructs
However, marketing and
The open house, featuring
the phyiscal fitness and
Johnny James Brown
Ford Division of the Ford- merchandising among price several demonstrations of self
weighlifting.classes.
Bill E.Brown
Motor Company has an- competition from other defense uses of karate, ig to
,Classes meet daily from 1
Brown and his wife Beverly been employed by the Todd
nounced that Ed. M. West domestic wines seem to be the allow the public to become
p.m. to 3; 6 p.m. to 8 Tuesdays have three
children, Mrs. County Seed Co., Trenton,
recently attained membership biggest problems.
aware of the various activities and Thursdays; and 10 a.m. to Sammy
Armbruster, Susie since May. He also has been
in the prestigious Ford Society
The 20,000 vines at Cane of the center.
noon Saturdays. Students may and Willy.
employed by W.R. Grace,
of Professional Sales Coun- Ridge are pruned during the
The center,established Feb. select any of these times for
Cunningham, Route 8. Hopkinsville, Standard Mill
selors for 1979.
winter and tied to their 5, -1979, is affiliated with the training.
Membership in The Ford trellises by Eastertime when United Shotokan Federation.
Karate is the Japanese word
Sales Society can be attained the growing season begins. In addition to karate leasohs, meaning empty hand aiiäis
a
only by those qualifying Ford The grapes are picked by hand instruction in self defense, self defense martial art dating
salespersons who display and pressed in wooden basket physical .conditioning and
back 2,000 years. Karate was
outstanding achievement presses built by local craft- weighlifting also is offered.
developed in India by merduring the calendar year. Ed smen. The wines are finished
Chief instructor, or sensei, chants needing protection
is currently employed with In small barrels of Kentucky is Vic Milner, who has taught, from robbers. It then spread
MILWAUKEE, Wis. —
Parker Ford and has been a ' white oak and hand bottled at karate for 11 years. Milner to China, Okinav.a and Japan.
Ronald
W. Beshear has been
professional salesperson there the winery.
holds several black belts in
The Murray .center has
since 1971. The Society of
Both the Laine and Colcord karate, including,- third participated in several promoted to regional director
Professional Sales Counselors wineries can. take en- degrees in Shotokan, Wado tournaments and several of agencies for Northwestern
is a professional organization couragement from statistics Ryn, 'Japan International trophies have been won. !Ile Mutual I.ife Insurance Co.,
created by the Ford Motor that show wine is among the Karate Center Style and Toa center will sponsor its own Milwaukee, effective Feb. 1.
In this position he acts' as
Company to honor top fastest growing beverages on Zi; second degree in Wado tournament in the spring •,vith
automotive salespersons.
the
market.
Industry Kai; and first degree brown clubs from five states at- liaison between the home
office and 36 of the general
Mr. West and his wife, estimates show that per capita belt in Tae K wan Do.
tending.
Sadie, live at 1513 Dudley Dr. consumption of wine in the
Associate instructors inFor additional information agencies in the central part of
Murray,Ky.
U.S. increased 69 percent in a clude Rick Conger, holder of on the center, call the center the country.
Beshear, 33, joined NML.ip
recent
10-year
period, first - degree black belts - in at 753-6317.
1971 as an agent in Mutray,
Ky., and after being the
leading college unit director
for 2 years, came to the home
office in 1976 as assistant
superintendent of education
and field training. He became
an assistant regional director
in 1977.
Bill Kopperud, brokerBorn in Princeton, Ky., he is
north of Milwaukee. They
owner of Kopperud Realty,
a 1964 graduate of Caldwell
have
one son, Joseph Ben--C-otatty-High-Selioelatheroa-He
Wilferd has recently comreceived tdegties—froin
pleted all requirements for
He is the son of Mr.and Mrs.
Murray State University: his
her Kentucky' Real Estate
B.S. in speech and political Joe D. Beshear of Princeton.
Broker's license, according to
science in 1968 and his M.S. in
His wife is the daughter of
recent communication from
communications in 1970. Mr. and Mrs. David Balch of
the Kentucky Real Estate
Following graduation, he Frankfort.
Commission. Ms. Wilferd is a
taught college and high school
Northwestern Mutual is the
full time sales associate with
in Murraya nation's
ninth largest life
Kopperud Realty, 711 Main
In 1979 he earned his
Chartered life Underwriter insurance company, witt
assets of over $10.5 billion.
(CLU) designation, the
professional designation of the
life insurance industry.
Beshear and his wife, Mary,
live at N17 W5384 Garfield St.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Black
Shirley Wilferd
in Cedarburg, a community
Jr., of Black's Decorating
Street, and is currently on the
Center recently returned from board
of directors of the
a national painting and
Murray-Calloway County
decorating products conBoard of Realtors.
vention in New Orleans.
Prior to entering the real
Before returning to Murray,
estate profession, Ms. Wilferd
the Blacks also attended a
was an assistant professor at
Subscribers who have not
carpet show in AtlantIll.
Murray State University received their home-delivered
assigned to the University copy of The Murray Ledger &
School, where her physical Times by
5Q zal.....Msoclay--1
education program received Friday or by 3:30
Oh're
p.m. Saturnational recognition.
days are urged to call 753Got
Ms. Wilferd has three 1116
between 5:30 p.m. and 6
z
the Shie4
children, Alison, a teacher in p.m„
Monday through Fridey„,
Caruthersville, Mo., Leslie, a or
3:30 p.m. mid 4 p.m. Settle
For your
student at Murray State
Life•Haeittme
- University,• and Gene, a dilYstO ,
A circulation - deportment
Car•Ferm..Bueiness
student at Calloway County
LOOK TO THE SHIELD
employee
is ,. on duty during
Middle School.
.
C
Ms. Wilferd is a Murray these time periods to insure
Beanie Ness
native, having graduated delivery of your newspaper.
0.,,,cepsemo Cooliun
el
sad
from Murray High School and Calls must'be placed by 6 p.m.
Buoy Ross
having received BS and MA weekdays or 4 p.m..6aturdays
degrees from Murray State to guarantee delivery.
The regular business office.
University. She is a member
of tht 7th & Poplar March nf - heurs-ef lier Alwyn tedgerli
210E
Main
Christ, and resides on North Times are 8 e.m. to 5 p.m.,
Sixteenth Street. Her parents, Monday through Friday and 8 \
7S3-041.
11
Murray, Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Conner, a.m. to noon, Saturdays
atso reside In Murray.

profit gain and became the
first industrial corporation to
earn more than $4 billion in
one year.
"All in all, 1979 was a good
year," said Exxon Chairman
Clifton C. Garvin Jr.' But
Garvin noted the company's
energy exploration and
development
expenditures

New Co-op Management

Murray Karate Center
Celebrating Anniversary

West Attains
Sales Honor

rose by 29 percent in 1979 to
16.9 billion and will increaseto
$7.5 billion in 1980.
Among other major oil
companies: earnings at No. 2ranked Mobil Corp. were up 78
percent from 1978 at $2.01
bilion; No. 3-ranked Texaco
Inc., up 106 percent at $1.76
billion; fourth-ranked Standard Oil Company of
Caliornia, ahead by 64 percent
at $1.79 billion; and fifthranked Gulf Oil Corp., up 68
percent at $1.32 billion.
Percentage earnings gains
at some oil companies were
far larger. Fourteenth-ranked
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio), for
instance, tallied a gain of 163
percent to $1.2 billion as
Alaskan crude oil production
and prices both rose sharply,
Another major contributor
to earnings was an increase in
overseas profitability as both
profit margins and prices
climbed.

But Analyst Constantine G.
Fliakos of Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc.
noted new price rises by
Ii
OPEC and others may
':squeeze profit margins" of
major oil - crinifianies- iilfose- Allen Cunningham
inventories are unusually high
Supply Co., Hopkinsville, and just as an
economic slowdown
Pierce
and
Williams, is expected to trim oil conHopkinsville.
sumption.
Brown is married to the
former Connie Rhea Woosley
The 1979 profit jumps came
and they have two children, after four years of generally
Leigh Anne and John.
slow earnings growth.
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Wilferd Completes
Broker Requirements

Captain D's

ALL YOU CAN EAT

FISH DINNER

Blacks Attend
Two Conventions

We have an innovative policy called PCP—Personal Comprehensive Protection—frogi The Continental Insurance Companies. And it you own a
home and a car, PCP offers kni tityceptional value.
Separate policies often mean differing amounts of
protection for your car, for your home and for its contents. And separate policies often cost you more, in
time as well as money.
PCP, on the other hand. gives you one amount of
property protection for your home and its contents.
And one amount of liability- protection for your car
and home. Plus, PCP gives you the option to include
your hospital, disability income and mortgage life insurance in the same plan.
PCP is easy to understand, efficient and timesaving, and in many cases, more economical.
Come see us or call. We'll be glad to
show you what PCP can do to make
you—and your property—more secure.
See or Phone
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
DanShipley-- - •
Tom Scruggs
Mike Outland
The

—

Murray Insurance
Agency
753-4751

Bel-Air Center

We at the

Bank of Murray

MISS
YOUR PAPER!

You getfrench fries,cote slaw,
hush puppies and
'
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
only

$2
84

Sunday

& Monday

1

offer our

Congratulations
to
Bill E.Brown
Allen Cunningham
Johnny James Brown
Ronald W.Beshear
Murray Karate Center
Shirley Wilferd
. Ed West

•..
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Lakers Open Strong
But'Cats Take Win
The Calloway County
Lakers opened their contest
against the Farmington
Wildcats last night like they
owned the Court but during the
second period the game began
to slip away and when it was
over the Wildcats had
defeated the-Lakers 73-60.
"We had,it going our way"
taker coach Chic Nute said of
the,first quarter. "They made
some quick shots in the second
period and got the momentum
and we let it get away from
------------The Wildcats came out
playing very aggressive
defensive ball and although
the Lakers had trouble
working. the ball incide they
managed to hammer out a
three point edge midway in
the stanza. Following a
timeout Calloway extended its
lead to nine points and ended
e qua r o ng a
advantage.
The second period was a
disaster for the Lakers. While
Calloway could not get a shot
to fall the hosting Wildcats
,teamed their aggressive
defense with excellent field
goal shooting.
Wildcat foriard Alan
Cochrum cut the Laker lead to
one with a three point play at
.2:09 in the half and less than a
minute later Cochrum gave
Farmington its first lead since
the game'ropening seconds on his second three pointer of the
quarter and the half ended
with the Wildcats leading 3126.

.
for Farmington-with 26.
Calloway had three players
in double figures on the night.
Key lead the team with 24
points followed bby 'Jeff
Garrison with 12 and Keith
1.ovett who turned in 10.
The loss dropped Calloway's
record to 3-14. The takers
travel to Lone Oak Tuesday
night in junior varsity and
varsity action.
Calloway Co.. 19 9 10 22 60
Farmington 11 20 18 24 73
Calloway County(601'— Key.
--'24,--Garris-arr-12,- Lovett---10
Smotherman 6, Emerson 3,
IT Houston 2, Darnell 2, Miller 1.
Farmington (73) — Brittain
airft
28, Cochrum 26, Pigg 9, Richie
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S DAN KEY passes low around a
,Coleman 6,Randy Coleman 4.
Farmington defender in last night's loss.
In the junior, varsity contest
- Farmington expanded its fourth quarter on a hot streak the Lakers rolled over the
load throughout the third closing to within five points at Wildcats 83-30.
The JV Lakers scored
period takin advanta e of 51-46 behind the shooting of
a oway's poor shooting from
aers
an ey. ey ea
e
the field and the hot hand of with 24 points, 14 of which opening tip-off and held a
lopsided 62-14 edge at the half.
Alan Cochrum. Cochrum came in the fourth quarter.
Tommy Workman lead the
collected eight of his team's 18
But just when it looked as if
third period points.
Calloway was regaining the Lakers with 26' points. Craid
The Lakers were showing drive it had lost in the first Darnell added 14 and Ricky
some
better
offensive half Farmington reeled off Houston and Craig Darnell
rebounding during the third eight straight points and the topped out the.double figure
stanza but were kept away 1.akers never seriously scorers with 10 points.
The JV Lakers had a
from the basket by a pesky threatened in the game again.
Wildcat defense and were
Each team helped itself balanced scoring --attack
game
the
forced to shoot from the greatly at The charity stripe. throughout
outside.
The takers hit 14 of 18 free averaging slightly under -21
points per quarter.
The combination of ex- throws while the Wildcats
The JV squad will travel
cellent shootling by the dropped in 19 of 24. Twelve of
Wildcats and the thabiliaty- of Farmington's 19 free throws with the varsity Lakers
Tuesday night to battle Lone
Calloway to get its shots to fall came in the final period. .
Oak in a 6:30 p.m:contest.
led to a 49-38 third period lead
Wildcat guard Don Brittain
Calloway Co. 21 20 21 21 83
for Farmingon.
lead all scorers with 28 points
Farmington
4 6 13 17 30
The Lakers opened the and Randy Coleman finished

V
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Racers Return To Business
Of Maintaining League Lead
DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
It's back to business for
Murray State tonight as it
returns to Ohio Valley Canference action which counts in
the regular season standings.

-

_

bourg, Egypt, West Germany,
Italy, Belgium, Denmark.
Switzerlandand Spain.
The respective Olympic
committees, however,- left
open a final decision, pending
a meeting Feb. 10 in Lake
Placid of the International
Olympic Committee. In effect,
they did not agree as a group
whether their countries would
be represented in Moscow,but
left that question up to the
national Olympic committee
in each nation.
"Our final decision will bewell-thought
and
not
emotional," said With Daiune,
President of the West German
conunittee. "We have until
May 19 to decide. The world
can changea let by then."
The May 19 date cited by
Daurrie is the deadline for
each country's entry for this

The Bulldogs and Crimson
Tide were tied for the team
lead -with six points each.
Tennessee, Vanderbilt,
Louisiana State and Auburn
amassed five points each,

assared American athletes
they will have an opportunity.
to compete in counterOlympics if the official
Summer . Games go on as
scheduled.
In a speech in Washington to
a physical fitness conference
in which he defended his
position, Carter said he
remains determined that
Olympians, who don't go to
Moscow "will have an onportunity---this--year- to- participate in athletic games of
the highest calibber."

'the Racers, who have won
"We've all set a goal,"
eight of their last nine games forward Glen Green Said after
for a 14-5 overall record and the win over Akron,"which is
first-place ()VC tie with to win the rest of our games."
Western Kentucky at 5-1, will
With'that and coach Ron
host Tennessee Tech, 4-15 Greene's stringent emphasis
overall and co-owner. of the on not even looking, barely
()VC cellar with a 1-6 record, 'ahead, this revitalized -Murray
in a 7:30p.m. game. team will look for another fast
start tonight.
working
Murray hal been
toward a peak for the second
•1 think after this weekenda
half of the Season. During lot of puzzles will 41;
flashes of its 75-68 win at together," coach Greene said
Georgia Southern and the 100- earlier this week.."If you look
74 runaway front Akron ahead, you'll fall behind."
Thursday night, it looked as if , Maybe forward Gary.
it was approaching one.
Hooker put it.best, "To make
to win the rest
Despite its . record, Tech it easy, we have
of
them."
threw a scare into Murray in
the first game played at
That is a lot more than
Cookeville. The Golden Eagles Tennessee Tech can say at
held a 39-32 halftime lead and this point after dropping a 96missed a last gasp shot'from 78 decision to Austin Peay
20 feet before bowing 73-72..
Thursday night. Tech had
But even if the main object started this road. trip unof Murray's attention tonight daunted. •
were not the Tennessee Tech
"A couple ofkey wins would
team, the Racers have set
their sights on staying- at the put us right-back in the hunt
top of the OVC standings, and tor a conference tournament
that includes'knocking off spot," Tech Interim head
coach Ben . Ledbetter said
Tech.

before the trip. "We lost of
couple of close ()VC games
early in the season, and
they're haunting us now."
• Tennessee Tech will brink in
a front lineqhat stands 6-foot9, 6-7 and 6-5 and holds the top
three scoring averages for the
team. It consists of center Pat
Kannapel 19.7 points per
garne 1,' forward
Mike
Williams (6-7 and forward
Pete A buls_i 6-5 )_
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Women To Meet
In 5:15 Game
In a 5:15 p.m. contest, the
Murray women continue to try
to get untracked from their
losing ways, having lost seven
of their last eight games.
Their job will not be any
easier than it has it has been,
as Tennessee Tech's 14-7
record includes arf84-62 win at
Morehead, a team which has
beaten Murray twice. .
Tech was hitting an impressive 48.7 percent of i
shots and Was outreboundiwg
its opponents, 44.9-to-38.0,
through 20 games.,
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Downs Rhode Island 64-63.

St. John's Ups Record To 19-1
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer

_

Purcell Reaches Semis
In SEC Tennis Tourney
_ ATHENS, Ga. (AP) —
Georgia and Alabama led the
Southeastern Conference pack
today as top-seeded Mel
Purcell of Tennesee faced
Georgia's Marko Ostoja in the
semifinals of the Southeastern
Congerence tennis tournament at the University of
Georgia.

year's Summer Games.
President Carter, of course,
hopes it never even gets that
far. The U.S. leader has advocated shutting out Russia
completely from this year's
Games by either moving them
elsewhere, postponing or
canceling them. Officials of
the IOC have said there is no
-Way to comply with the
President's request.
Carter's adamant stand, in
answer to the Soviet Union's
aittent military Intervention
in Afghanistan, was further
emphasized Friday when he

Adv
Ftic
Mut
Mut
Pag

Golden Eagles Here Tonight

Controversy Over Summer Olympics
Continues To Flare Up On Several Fronts
By KEN RAPPOPORT
support the concept of parAP Sports Writer
ticipation in the Moscow
While the Olympic Torch Games.
,moves on a steady course to
The 17 countries who have
ignite the Winter Games in publicly announced their
Lake Placid, N.Y., the con- • antiMoscow positions, actroversy over the Summer cording to Carter,include: _ _
Games in Moscow continues to
Canada, Great Britain, The
flare on several fronts.
Netherlands, Norway,
Some three dozen countries, Luxembourg, Chile, Haiti,
according to the U.S. State Australia, Fiji, New Guinea.
Department, have indicated New Zealand, China, Djibouti,
their belief that Moscow would Zaire, Egypt,Qatar and Saudi
be an inappropriate .place
Arabia.,_
hold the Olympics this slimBut in the wake of this
mer.
dramatic announcement,
But State Department Olympic committees of 10
spokesman ftodding, Carter Western European nations
said Friday that only 17 of the and Egypt met in Frankfurt
countries have publicly an. for four hours Friday, and
nounced their positions. And generally expressed support
to Tiirther cloud the.shation, of the Moscow Games.
Olympic executives from five Represented at the meeting
of them voted at a meeting in were Great Britain, Norway,
'Frankfurt, Germany,
, to The Netherlands, Luxem-

t,eund.r.*haiosit nCnHnwo.Cøuntys 73-60-loss to Far-

----/Eff11-A-RRISOOffsaysrorairs a pass frorvt a4ee
mington.

You win some basketball
games, you lose some...and
some just drop in your lap:
St. John's 64-63 triumph
over Rhode Island Friday
night fell•into the latter
' Category, according to

Redmen Coach Lou Car- game that should have -gone
nesecca.
the other way.
-were -very —very-'far— -,(4,4Ve-dititt"-4-pkty-pasticu
tuna te to come out with a win well. We didn't box -out. And
tonight," said Carnesecca, Rhode Island's a heck of a
whose rolling, ninth-ranked team. They have some great
Redmen won their 17th athletes."
straight game and improved
The Rams led the Redmen
their record to a stately 19-1. by as many as six points in the
"In all respects, this was a late stages before St. John's

Purcell, of Murray, reached
the semifinals by defeating
Mark
-Thompson
of
Mississippi State 6-0, 3-6,6-0 in
reserve forward Alex English
Friday's quarterfinal round.
INDIANAPDXIS (AP) George McGinnis' long and and a first-round pick in the
The No. 2 seed, Derek Tarr
controversial odyssey through 1980 NBA draft. The draft pick
followed by Florida with three of Auburn, was paired
against professional basketball has is the one Indiana acquired
and Mississippi State with Mike Wennberg of
Alabama. come full circle, back to his from Boston in an earlier
one.
Wennberg triumphed 7-6, 6-2 hometown
and the team he left trade for Earl Tatum, making
Friday over Peter Lamb of
for greater glory five years it`one of the later picks on the
Vanderbilt.
first round.
maim mew ea*maw mg*041100
!
-41111
ago.
Mike Oransky and Drew
to
returned
McGinnis starred for
McGinnis, 29,
Meyers_ of Louisiana State
Friday
Pacers
on
in the old American
Indiana
Indiana
the
teamed to defeat,Vanderbilt's
'duo of Peter Lamb and Chip in a trade with the Denver Basketball Association,
Nuggets. He is expected to averaging 24.8 points per
Tolleson 6-3, 6-2 Friday .in
for four seasons. He
ey on Tuesday--against the
hiladelphie 76ers,111T tam-- moven to FhHe1pPfle-rt-ttreNBA in 1975 and spent three
Jim McLemore amd John with which he signed in 1975.
"I'm feeling great," said the years with the -76ers before
Kennedy of Florida combined
Friday to defeat Georgia's Bill 6-foot-8 forward Friday night being traded to Denver in
Rogers and Ostoja 1-8, 7-5, 74. as he prepared to leave exchange for Bobby Jones and
We want to treat you to dinner. Come in to have your
Tarr and Cox handed Auburn Denver."I'm glad to get out of Ralph Simpson in 1978. He
car worked on between Feb. 1-Feb. 29 and receive-a
a 6-0, 34, 6-3 victory in a here and be coming home. averaged 22.6 points per game
free dinner at Loris John Silver's Seafood Shoppes.
doubles-match with Eleutetio Without question,, that's the last year, but this settson
You must present this ad and all for au appolht
slumped to a 15.6 average.
Martins and Alex Zalesky of best place for me.
ment.
Mississippi State.
.
"My problem has been that
"Everything has been
Purcell and Harmon went 6- I. haven't had a 100 percent predicated on my scoring 30
cLongjohnSilverX•
seloppEs
4,5-7,6-3for Tennessee Friday effort behind me in the points and, getting 30
skAFoop
..
over Joe Hervey and Malcolm organization," he said of his rebounds,". McGinnis said.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
Riley of Alabama in doubles 4"2-year career -in the "Well, I just can't do that
play.
National
Basketball every night. The one thing I've
With Genuine GM Ports.
- The SEErbattlpiettShIPILOPC Assot1ation1Vs_eever been learned.11111cona
the first to be played at the case since I left;Indiana was that there are other parts
Georgia's ;400,000 indoor ' before, especially not here in of the game that are just as
753-2617
South
tennis complex; which will be Denver)."
important.
;
The Pacers reacquired
"Once I get there, once I get
-aim aiew mem I dedicated Sunday before the
Nem mem mil* m
urns ---tn exchange for involved, once those guys get

McGinnis Has Come Full Circle

MECHANIC'S
SPECIAL

Dwain Taylor Chew
- oil, Inc.

641

_

an, opportunity to play with
met I'll show them I'm out to
help them Win ball games. All
I'm asking is that people give
me time. I'll play, I'll prove
my point."

rallied. Rhode Island had a
chance to tie near the end, but
Marc 1„loshawojnissed the
second- of tivo foul shots- -w31X,
six seconds remaining.
"They did take us out of our
offense early," said Rhode
Island Coach Jack Kraft,"and
we were taking some unnatural-type shots, Holy
Ghosters, some long shots.
But once we settled down we
started to attack things pretty
We were getting much
better shots."
Reggie .Carter- scored 17
points and Wayne McKoy
contributed 16 for the Redmen. Nicky Johnson led
Rhode Island with 14 points..
North Carolina, ranked No.

was. the only other Top
Twenty basketball team in
night. The Tar
action Friday
f
eatedllter
Heels
40 in the annual North-South
doubleheader at Charlotte.
Al Wood scored 14 points
and contributed an
spirational dunk shot with 6:20
eels'
left to lead the Ta
victory over a stalli Citadel
team for Dean Smi 's -400th
career coaching victory.
"We are happy to have won
against a Citadel team that
did a marvelous job of controlling the tempo, holding the
ball and making us press,"
said Smith. "It's difficult for
us to play when they play that
way and that well."

_PAINTING
Residential-Commerciol—Interior-Exterior--Sproy-Brush-Roll
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Etc.
`

Padal ter Marking
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Tot)Small

1.
4/AP41,

FREE ESTIMATES

•vi:.
s

DIAL 753-0839

CARLOS BLACK JR.
& SON
PAINTING CO;
701 South 4th St. Murray, Ky.
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Hayes Is In 12th Straight All-Star Game

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
College
Basketball
By The Asesetalesi Press
EAST
American 92, Hofstra SO
Colgate $9, New Hampshire SS
Howard 10, Morgan St 54
Penn 75, Carnet'50
Princeton 77, Columbia 50
St John's 64, Rhode Island 63
SOUTH
Jackson St. 73, Prairie View AIMA 66
N Carolina 51,llse Citadel 40
N Carolina SI. 76, Furman S6
Va Wesleyan 100, Methodist 50
MIDWEST
Kentucky State 94 Wilberforce 74
St Louts 76, Memphis St 62
FAR WEST
San Francisco St 82,Stanislaw' St. 11,
OT
--.441k111141111808T9
Calausial Chink
First Remit
Boman Coil. 74, Harvard 62
Holy Cross64, Massachuassitts 73

Bowling
Standings
Kentucky Lake
Bowling League
W
L
Joe Brandon Trucking
55
17
Hawaiian Tropic
51
21
Mutual of Omaha
50
22
Murray Appliance
46% 13%
Pagliars.44
Colonial Bread
43
is
Puss Hut
40
32
Motor Parts & Bearings
40
32
Devanh's
26
34
Handy Thornton Service . .
334 M%
Billington Engineers
30
42
Kay Mart Auto
29% 42%
.D.S. Shuts & Things
29
43
Dakota Feed Is Grain
25
17
Murray Hospital...
25
47
Advanced lire .
25
47
Rick's Vinyl Top...... 24% 47%
_lastain
t
19 ,54
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC
Mutual of Omaha
476
Mutual of Omaha
969
Pagluel'a
934
HIGH TEAM G AME HC)
Mutual of Omaha.
1061
Mutual of Omaha.
1051
Paglaa's .
1044
HIGH TEAM SEFUESISCI
Mutual of Omaha.
2769
Palatal's
2615
Joe Brandon Trucking
2520
HIGH TEAM SERIES HC)
Mutual of Omaha
3024
Peal:Lees
2945
Pizza Hut s
.
2890
HIGH IND G/J1E SC
Bob Dunn
238
Jerry Pntchett
•t of
. 236
Virgil Dick
.
224
Illcs
HIGH IND. GAME HC
Jerry Pntchett
anti
261
Anthony File
295
Bob Dunn .
. 254
HIGH IND SERIES SC
ty1 in
Bob Dunn
611
lootVirgil Setser
582
Lyman Dixon
t• top
581
HIGH IND.SERIES I HC
r the
Bob Dunn
659
VirgilSetaer
Pat
630
Al Lindsey
.
618
pe r
HIGH AVERAGES
Mark McLernore
.
191
like
David Whams.112
a rd
Charlie Hargrove
181
Garry Evans .
181
Ron McClung
111
Lyman Dixon
180
•
.
Diller or Dollar
Bowling League
e.•
1-2540
Team
. V/
1.
, the
Ky. Lake Oil Company. .
46
26
John Clark Eec.& Cows . 44
21
o try
Lynn Grove Market . .
.‘24 29%
their
Paradise Kennels . .
374 34%
Shoemaker Seed Company ... 34% 37%
•even
McCuiston Auto Electric . 30
42
Paghai's
is 44
ROTC
M.S.U.
47%
Dept.
254
any
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC I
been.
Ky lake 011 Company
621
Lynn Grove Market f
619
14-7
Ky Lake Oil COmpany
.
563
'in at
HIGH TEAM GAME INC
Ky
Lake
Oil
Company
619
• has
I.ynn Grove Market
Ky Lake Oil alkripany
.
781
HIGH TEAM SERIFS SC.
Ky. Lake Oil Company
1744
• its
Lyftn Grove Market 7
1725
Paradise Kennels -----1647
ding
HIGH TEAM SERIES HC
38.0,
Ky. Lake Oil Company
2338
Lynn Grove Market
ZVI
John Clark Exc. & Conti.. .
2209
HIGH IND.GAME SC)
Marian Berberich
191
Lois Smith
191
Ann Green
187
HIGH IND.GAME HC)
Marton Berbench ......... .
237
Vickie Baker
222
._
Kay Garland
.. _
221
HIGH IND.SERIES 1SCI
Ann Green
526
Top
Loa Smith
506
Kay Garland
491
in
HIGH IND.SERIES NC'
• Tar
Kay Garland
632
---Arerftte,gittra.-804
el T'
_
June Carlon
603
outh
HIGH AVERAGES
Low
174
Snuth
e.
Ann Green ...
161
• tInts
Vickie Baker.
149
..
Mary Harris
146
Jane McCuiston
144
6:20
Mane Clark
141
Nancy
139
Todd
'
Liz Williams
137
.del
Jean Phillips
136
400th
Magic Tri
Bowling league
C won
1-29-80
Team
W
L
that
Peoples Bank
53
27
eonI
Kentucky Finance
"47
33
Thurman Furniture
43
37
nit the
Murray Ins
43
37
ess, "
Women of the Moose
43
37
Dennison Hunt
42
31
It for
Tower Sports Center
41
39
y that
Paradise Kennels
30
50
Wilson Clean Up Shop
29
47
Fireball Five
29
51
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Peoples Bank
121
Thurman Furniture
120
Peoples Bank
798
HIGH TEAM GAME(HC)
Dennison Hunt
1101
Thurman Furniture
10339
Peoples Bank
10111
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
Peoples Bank
2379
Thurman Furniture
1231
Disonedialliti94. -sr ....................
HIGH TEAM SERIES )HC)
Peoples Bank
3080
Dennison Hunt
2934
Thurman Furniture
2870
HIGH IND.GAME SC)(
Marge Hinman
721
Sondra Rice
211
Pat Hesselrode
200
HIGH IND.GAME(HC I
Marge Hinman . ..
253
Ruth Harrison
727
Mary Gadberry
237
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
Marge Hinman
594
Sondra Rice
581
Ruth Harrison
540
HIGH I ND.SERIE3I(/IC)
Marge Hinman
890
Mary Gadberry
664
Ruth Harrison
660
HIGH AVERAGES
Sondra Rice
170
Lots Sinit,b
168
Pat Hesselrode '
166
Marge Hinman
152
Valerie Morris
tel
Ethelene MrCallon
158
se
Mary Harris
152
Judy Kemp
152
Ruth Harrison
151
Barbara Hendon
151

- et

Friday's Sports In Brief
By Tee Anaciated Press
TENNIS
R/C21110/413. Va.rat') - The three
top seeds - John McEnrue, Rusa.N.ae Tanner and Guillermo Vilas
were victonous in the quarterfuiais of Use
11175,0110 Richmond Tennis Classic
hIcEnroe posted a 64,• 74 triumph
over sixth-seeded Wojtek Ftbak of
Poland and will play in Saturday nights
semifinals against Victar Amen', a 74
17-5 6-7 (74 k, 6•3 winner over Johan
Knek
Tanner scored a 6-7, 6-4, 6-4 decision
over unranked Bill Scanlon, whale Vilas
prevailed 6-4,6-7. 74 over John Sadn
SEATTLE (AP - Virginia Wade of
Great Britain defeated Greer Stevens of
South Africa 44, 6-2, 6-4 in quarterfinal
action in a $150,020 women's tennis tournament
In other quarterfinal matches, Chris

Pro Cage
Standings

8...%ert Lloyd defeated by i,ia Handta at
West Germany 6-4. 14: Virginia Wade of
Great Britain beat Greer Stevens of
4.2, 6-4, and Tracy
South Africa
Austin of ItollIng_Hilis, Calif. bested
Virginia Ruin of ibsteinia 6-2,64.
SLUNG
APRICA,Italy ( AP)- Titian° Bieber
scored an tweet win tri the men's giant
slalom race at the Italian National Ski
Lliampsonalups.
Bleier was timed in 2 nunutes, 39.06
seconds. Roberto Gnips finished second
inr 40.61.
BEAUPRE, Quebec lATh - Three
Eastern skiers, all members of the U.S.
Olympic croascountry ski team, ran
away from the rest of the 24-team field to
capture the men's 3:10 kilometer relay
title at the U.S. National Championships.
Dan Simoneau,Tim Caldwell and Stan
Dunklee were timed in 1 hour. 24
minutes and 14.99 seconds.
TRACK ANDTTELD
TORONTO I API - Evelyn Ashford
continued to assert herself as the No. 1
sprinter in the world, adding to her double gold medal at the World Cup meet in
Montreal last year with e victory in the
56-yard dash at the Toronto Star-Maple
Leaf Lndooi Games track meet.
The time for the Los Angeles runner
was well off the meet mark of 5.80
GB
seconds set by Britain's Andrea Lynch in
1971.
1%
Candy Young of Beaver Faits, Pa.,
1#
won the women's invitational 50-yard
16-4
hurdles in 6.44 with Sharon lane of An111%
caster, Ont., taking second with a clocking of 6.57, a Canadian record for that
diMAriee.
2%
Emit King of Jefferson State won the
gold medal in the men's 50-yard dash
6
with a clocking of 5.38 as heavily-favored
9
17% Harvey Glance of the US.faded to fifth.
American June Griffiths took the
women's 600 meters on 1:31.6.
Favored Milte Bolt of Kenya took the
men's invitational 1.000 yards.
5
104
15
1541

By The Assisted Pram
Easters satereare
Atlantic Lavisies
W
Pet
Boston
40 13
716
PhiladelphLa
111 ,4
731
New Yort
27 29
1111
Washington
23 29
442
New Jersey
12 33
107
Central DMA=
Atlanta
3323
SU
San Antonio
28 25
537
Indiana
3626
481
Houston
Z X
.472
Cleveland
ZS 33
418
Detroit
14 40
258
Wasters Cerdereare
teeniest Dhlaiss
Kansas (-1ty
26 13
am
Milwaukee
21 27
518
Chicago
111 35
340
Denver
19 37
339
Utah
18 77
327
Paethe Derides
Seattle
XI 16
704
lea Angeles
SO 17
891
Phoenix
35 19
648
3
San Diego
X 29
491 11%
Portland
26 7$
473 12',
Golden State
14 X
;se 34
Thursday's Geese
Atlanta III, Golden State 107 OT
Lot Angeles 107, Chicago 27
New York 112, lndlan• 162
Bomon 119, Washington 103
Philadelphia 110, Houston 105
Deane-127, New Jersey 138
Portland 91, Kansas City 93
Seattle 105, Milwaukee 101
Friday's Games
No games scheduled
Satardsy's Games
No games scheduled
9
Sunday's Game
NBA All-Star Game at Landover Md

Pro Hockey
Standings

Prep Scores

pride, of showing what y ou
"It was just unbelievable,"
tan do."
said Hayes. "The two players
Although Hayes has not I had followed closer than any
;hissed the All-Star team since others when growing up were
,ritering the NBA in 1969, he Chamberlain and Russell.
"till says, "Each year it's a Now Wilt was my teammate
,Jig thrill."
and I jumped center against
But there's no time like the
Russell to start the game."
tirst tune.
Actually, Hayes' con•'It was like a dream," said frontation with Russell began
Hayes, who represented the earlier.
an Diego Rockets as a rookie
"Bill and I had dinner the
in 1969."The year before I was night before the game and I
sitting in my college dorm at really had a chance to talk
Houston watching the game on with him," said Hayes. "I was
I never had any idea I'd be so awed that I still remember
playing in the game the next everything he ate. First it was
year."
clam chowder, followed by a
Hayes was a starter in that big steak and then cheesecake
all-star game, beating Hall of for dessert. I watched
Famer Wilt Chamberlain for everything he ordered - and
the honor. And the center he everything he did."
went up against was Bill
Russell was doing more
Russell, another all-time than eating dinner.
great.
"He told me,I'm only going

to block one or two of your
shots tomorrow," said Hayes.
"He was already beginning
his psyche job on me. I kept
thinking, 'Is this going to be
the one?' He really threw my
game off."
Hayes, who scored 11 points
in a losing effort in that first

appearance, is especially
excited about Sunday's game
"It's a great thrill for me to be
able to play before my.
hometown fans," he said.
Only three players have
played more All-Star Games`
than Hayes — Chamberlain,
John Havlicek and Bob Cousy .

MSU Women's Track
Team Places Eighth
The
Murray
State
University women's track
team placed eighth in a field of
15 teams in the Purdue
Invational track meet Friday.
MSU team members placing
events were:
Lavonne Roberts, second in
the 880-run with a time of
2:19.7.
Mary Jane Gates, third in

440 yard dash at :61.2. Also in
that event Diane Holmes was
fifth at :61.6.
Wendy Slaton, third in 1,110
yard run with a time of 3:10.
Cindy Farrand, third in the
high jump,at a height of 5-4.
In the 4x220 relay, MSU was
third with a time of 1:45.8
Purdue won the meet.

Holmes-Zanon May Not Be Best
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Two - world championship
fights are on the card at
Caesars Palace on Sunday,
yet the best fight might well be
between Thomas Hearns and
Jim Richards.

Italy's Lorenzo Zanon and
super bantamweight king
Wilfredo Gomez meeting the
No.2 contender Ruben Valdez.
Holmes hails from Easton,
Pa., Gomez from Puerto Rico
and Valdez from Colombia.
Hearns fights out of Detroit
as an undefeated welterweight
aiming at the crown of either
Sugar Ray Leonard or Pipino
Cuevas,
Both Holmes and Gomez are
outstanding
considered
favorites for their Sunday
trants' careers.
It is actually the first bouts, which will be nationally
regional meet of their com- televised by ABC in a card
that starts at Caesars Palace
petitive careers.
They will be broken into Sports Pavilion at 12:15 p.m.
three groups: Children, 9-11 PST.
Hearns might .have some
year-olds; Juniors, 12-14 yearolds; and Seniors, 15 and trouble but already looks
forward to fighting Leonard,
above.

Hearns is the No. 2 World
Boxing Council welterweight
contender, and Richards is
No. 4.
The headlined bouts have
WBC heavyweight champion
lorry Holmes going against

Gymnasts Will Be
In First Regional

By The Associated Press
Friday Boys Games
Allen Co-Scottsville 60 Barren Co 54
Beth Haven 70 Ninth &O 65
Bowling Green 49 Warren Central 17
A story in yesterday's paper
Breathitt Co 64 Newport 63
reported that the
incorrectly
BulllU Central 76 Henry Co te
Purchase
Jackson
Campbell Co 62 Ft Thos Highlands 55
Cumberland Co 63 Lou Fairdale 60
Invitational Gymnastics Meet
Coy Catholic 64 Maysnlle 55
to be held from 9:30 a.m. to 5
Coy Holy Cross 71 Erl St. Henry 39
Farmington 73 Caldwell Co 60
p.m. today at Calloway
Garrard Co 63 Ky School for Deaf 43
Southwest Elementary
County
Glasgow 69 Tompkinsville 31
Gymnasium would be the first
Hoplunsyille 65 Christian Co 63
Jeffersontovm 67 Lou Westport 46
competitive meet of the enJessamine Co 57 Burgui.49
Knox Central 68 Barbourville 53
Lea Lafayette 64 Bourbon Co 40
Lex Tates Creek 44 Mercer Co 36
Lincoln Co 71 Danville 67
Lou Ballard 64 Jeffersonville, Ind.62
Lou DeSales 74 Lou Vabley 67
Lou Eastern 67 Lou Durrett 53
Lou Iroquois 78 Lou Does 53
Lou Male 60 Lou Waggener 48
Lou Moore 67 Lou Ahrens 59
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 66 Lou
Western 63
( AP — Tom Kite has had a
Lou Southern 56 Bishop David 55
.highly productive pro golf
Lou Thomas Jefferson 94 Lou Shawnee

Cuevas or Roberto Duran, the fights end in early rounds will
sPe n aver
former lightweight Itin_g who :Warns
has now moved into the 147- television, and this bugs him.
pound class.
"I wish people could see me
"Basically, I would like to the same way they see
fight anybody at the top," said Leonard," he said.
Hearns, who is disappointed
"I figure I've got a good
that his fight probably will not chance against either of the
be nationally televised. With a guys," referring to the WBC
24-0 record, including 22 and WBA champions. "I wish
knockouts, he feels he's been I could get a fight with either
cheated bY tileVisiofi..one ofthem this year."
"I'm getting bad breaks and
Monetarily, the 21-year-old
no good breaks as far as Hearns says he is doing very
television goes," said the 6- well but would rather be a
foot-1 skinny fighter who hits champion than earn big
like a heavyweight. He said he money for his title shot.
would rather meet Leonard or
"I rate the championship
Cuevas than Duran because higher than the money. It
the latter, one of history's best would mean more to me. And
lightweights, still hasn't won if you have the championship,
the welterweight title.
the money would come with no
Only if both of the two title problem."

But Tied For Crosby Lead

Kite Has Had Puzzling, Frustrating Career

By The Asedated Pram
Campbell Grafereare
Petrick Dfsielss
W L T Pia GF GA
63
Philadelphia
34 3 12
90 24* 1*
Ludlow 62 Silver Grove 49
NY Rangers
23 M 9
56 197 IN
Monticello 74 Rockcastle Co 59
NY lalaraiers
23 19 7
53 111 140
Newport Catholic 58 Scott Co 55
Atlanta
2329 7 51 171 176
Oldham Co 85 Edrnonson Co 41
Washington
1336 8
24 156 190
Pulaski Co 72 Casey Co62
Smythe Desists
Russell 90 Johnson Central 77
Clecago
20 11 13
53 142 152
Simon
Kenton 71 Boone Co 47
St Ions
21 11 9
51 IC I%
Taylor Co 74 Lou Manual 71
Edmonten
16 25 10
42 181 211
Todd Central 77 Tngg Co 53
Vancouver
15 27 8
31 151 171
Tollesboro 72 Pans61
Colorado
14 21 7
X 159 191
Walton-Verona 61 Williamstown 36
.
Winnipeg
14 n e
34 144 218
Warren East 83 Franklin-Simpson 63
Wales Coalennee
West Hardin 68 East Hardin 56
Adams DIAS=
Woodford Co 64 Frank/ort 57
Buffalo
32 13 6
70 323 131
Boston
30 14 6
06163 147
•
Girls
Minnesota
23 16 10
54 191 151
Allen Co-Scottsville 53 Barren Co 44
Toronto
1130 4
46 1114 201
Cu
Cumberland
56 Lou Fairdale 51
Quebec
1829 7
46 151 In
Glasgow 50 Tompkinsville 47
Norris Declaim
Henry
Co
63
Banat
Central 12
Montreal
27 18 8
40 194 IS
Johnson Central 73 Russell 61
Los Angeles
21 30 9
51 303 306
Lou Butler 85 Lou Central 20
19 21 11
Pttnhurgh
49 174 1116
Lou Doss 71 Lou Iroquois 46
Detroit
1923 7
45 171 170
Thomas Jefferson 61 Lou Shawnee
Lou
Hartford
15 n 10
40166132
53
nifty'. Games
Lou Waggener 54 Lou Male 42
Atlanta 4, Washington 2
Lou Western 64 Pleasure Ridge Park
Edmonton I. Winnipeg 2
41
Satarday's Games
Owen Co 57 Carroll Co 521014
Quebec at Boston
Owensboro 79 Grayson Co 42
New York Rangers at WaaNngton, n
Pulaski Co 54 Casey Co 44
Hartford at Atlanta. n
Webster Co 70 Caldwell Co 45
Buffalo at New York Islanders, n
PhBadelphis at Pittsburgh, n
Chicago at Toronto, n
Detroit at St. Louis, n
Vancouver at Minnesota, n
Winnipeg at Colorado, n
BASKETBALL
Montreal at lea Angeles., n
Nation& Basketball League
Bwaday's Games
INDIANA
PACERS - Traded Alex
Toronto at Chicago
English, forward,and a first-round 1990
Vancouver at Buffalo, n
draft choice to the Denver Nuggets for
St Louis at Detrott, n
George McGmrus.forward.
New Tort Islanders vs. Hartford at

Transactions

Boston et Philadelphia, n •
New York Rangers at Quebec, n
Colorado at Minnesota rt
loa Angeles at Edmonton, n
Menediars Games
No games scheduled

LANDOVER, Md. tAP I Twelve-seasons in the pros, :2
times an all-star — it's
record of which Elvin Hayes
proud.
"Every player dreams rif
playing in an All-Star Game
with the best players it:
basketball," said Hayes, the
Washington Bullets forward
who will be one of the reserve
for the East team in Sundays
National
30th
annual
Basketball Association allstar game.
"It's the stamp of approval
for everyone, a real confidence builder," he added
"It shows the respect others
ha4e for your ability and indicates you're one of the best
players in the league. It's not a
matter of money, because
players on the winning team
only get $1,500. It's a matter of

N.tleaslFestbadlesgse
DENVER BRONCOS - Traded their
and
second round 1990 draft choices
first
and Craig Penrose, quarterback, to
New York Jets for Matt Robinson,
quarterback.

career, but in some ways it
has also been puzzling and
.frustrating.

In the last six years he's wdli
$738,732 as one of the most
consistent players on the PGA
tour., but he's won only two
tournaments.
"It grates me no end that I
haven't won more," Kite said
after moving into a tie with
David Edwards for the lead
after the second round Friday
in the $300,000 Bing Crosby
National Pro-Am golf tournament.
•'I know my game is of the
caliber to win more than two
tournaments. I had three
excellent opportunities to win
last year and didn't get any of
them, he said. "I can't explain
it. I don't understand it. I've
wracked my brains trying to
figure it out."
He paused for a moment,
then continued.
"I've
very
played
aggressively this week. I know
I'm playing well, and I've
—Seen -s-littla-more aggressive-than usual, taken a , few
chances I might not take
ordinarily.
"Maybe," he said, and

winked,"that's the answer.
I feel good about the next
two days. I feel I'm playing
well enough to be leading. I
feel I'm playing well enough to
continue to lead."
Kite holed a sand shot for a
birdie on his way to a 70 on the
intimidating Spyglass Hill
course, while the 24-year-old
Edwards, a former national
collegiate champion now in his

second year of tour activity,
had a 69 on the same layout.
They had matching 36-hole
totals of 136,eight under par.
A single shot back at 137
were Jerry Pate and Steve
Melnyk. Pate dropped a 50foot birdie putt on the last hole
for a 71 at Spyglass and
Melnyk shot 68 at Cypress
Point.
Australian David Graham,

the current PGA champion,
had a 70 at Pebble Beach for a
138 total, and Dr. Gil Morgan
shot 69, also at Pebble Beach,
for 139.
Johnny Miller, who won this
tournament five years ago,
shot 68 at Pebble Beach and
was tied at 140 with Ed Fiori,
George Burns and Larry
Nelson. Fiori and Burns had
69s at Pebble Beach, Nelson 70
at Cypress Point,

Tom Watson, a winner last
week and seeking a fourth
Player of the Year title,
slipped to a 74 at Spyglass and
was at 142.
Theformat calls for the pros
and their amateur partners
many of them show business
celebrities — to play- one
round on each of the three
courses before the field is cut
for the final round at Pebble
Beach.

The Fireplace
In today's home, the fireplace has
two main functions: It is to supplement
the primary heating system, lessening
the cost of electric or fossil fuel
heating. And it is to look warm and inviting. When expertly constructed and
wisely used, it can do both well,
producing a surprising amount of heat
from wood, our one renewable resourBut if the fireplace is poorly built, it
can be a smokey nuisance. And if it is
improperly used, it will pull out more
heat than it produces.

46,SICEN0
DOUBLE FEATURE
Here Are Some General Tips

FEED A FRIEND FOR
Order your
choice of these
great meals
and get another
mealjust like it
for 010/ 79!

eillAN
mma
a
*
*
004,04

Your Meal Friend's Meal

Chicken Fried Steak

$2.39

79(

Steak'n Stuff

$2.69

79(

Chopped Steak

$2.49

79(

Meals include Baked Potato or French Fries,
& Stockade Toast.
All-You-Can-Eat SOUP'N SALAD BAR. just 99( with
each meal, .

" Our Quality Will Keep You Comin' Back,

Bel-Air Center
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Before firing up your fireplace, turn
down any other heat in the room; set the
thermostat at 65 degrees or lower. (Heat
from your primary heating system goes up
the chimney, so let the fireplace provide
most or all of the heat in a room.)
2. If getting a proper draft is a problem,
especially while starting the lira,- slightly
open the window nearest the fireplace.
3. Leave about one inch of ashes in the
hearth for insulation. The fire will start
easier and burn better.
4. For the most heat, keep the fire active
and as far forward as possible without
causing a smoking problem.

5. Mild weather is when you can turn off
your primary system and let the fireplace
supply all your heat.
6. For safety,and efficiency, the chimney
should be kept clean. From the roof, pull a
heavy chain up and down inside the chimney. Or use a burlap sack filled with gravel
a long rope.
7. The top of the chimney should be
covered with a removable one-half-inch
mesh screen as a spark arrester and to keep
out birds. (Never consider using ordinary
screen wire; it quickly clogs with soot.)
8. A metal or masonry hood over the
chimney top will reduce the problem of rain
and will help deflect the wind.

Murray Electriciptem
401 Olive

753-5312

_

_
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Kentucky's Wild Turkey
Restoration Program Is
Off To A Good Start

•

:At

4•-•

By Wed. 8oeros

k

Alp%

soil:e of the most thrilling
and emorable moments I've
had the outdoors were spent
huntlib.: wild turkeys. The big
bird- live up to their
repu:.inons for being sly and
spo".and when you've got a
gobi.er %%orking down a ridge,
I'll ‘..ra rantee your adrenalin
will be pumping. .
In recent . years sound
management.
programs have reintroduced
the -A iid turkey in various
sourr5tatv,eti,ht it
baci. :11 amazing numbers.
Miss, art's program is enviable Front the opening of
the Lanting season in 1960
(v‘ift a small harvest),
hurlers in that state now
harvest almost 30,000 birds
anna.l. Arkansas also has a
With several gates open at mode turkey restoration
Kentucky Dam, the fishipg progrim, as does Tennessee,
will be poor except for—those Illtrii., and other surrounding
Kentucky's wild turkey restoration program is off and flying-with several stockings
brave anglers who like to states
around
the state. Biologist George-Wright says it generally takes 5-6 years before a newly"'man" below the dam. The
1 id recently, however,
stocked flock reproduces enough to be bunted.
open. gates create enough Kerib,:ck has been left at the
A , small annual which state biologists could
current for the fishermen to gate
of protection for the hens.
name will be forwarded on to
king effort has been trap and replant birds. Mike .
snag from the west side of the re',
the state chapter. You'll also
thing,"
psychological
"It's
..ear after year, but the Boatwright, chairman of the.
river. Last weekend 16 gates
receive the Federation's
were open and good strings pr ramwas Ineffectual. As Kentucky Fith and .Wildlife he explained. "Some hunters excellent . publication,
are
there
if
enough
that
feel
of shovelbill catfish were othcr states' turkey flocks Commission, worked out a "Turkey Call Magazine."
were mushrooming, Ken- trade of Ballard County deer birds to open the season in an
being taken by snagging.
hen
a
hurt
taking
won't
area,
Some nice strings of crappie ti: Ki.'s was stagnant. The for Mississippi turkeys. (The
Finally, where are the best
1;rce was miniscule and rate was generally three the • overall population. This places to hunt turkeys during
were reported being taken on
Kentucky and Barkley lakes offered virtually no hunting turkeys for each deer). This isn't true. If we could keep the coniing season? There's
prior to the recent cold opp-rtunity for the general - swap gave biologist Wright poaching down and instill in always Land Between the
to protect the lakes, but hunting_ pressure •
weather, which reduced the put lie.
the large _number of birds_ hunters a desire
it all thatis Changing:The necessary to institute an ef- Reek by-protecting the tiOns, there has almost oiitgrown the
water temperature. However
we'd be way ahead' of the number of birds available.
with the surface temperature q.*.e's Department of Fish fective restoration program.
- Wildlife Resources now
at Barkley Dam holding.neat
The source in Mississippi game in . _reintroducing the Butler County has a lot of
the 40 degree mark, a few i'as a turkey restoration imty dry up, however. wild turkey to Kentucky ' turkeys, and the only problem
warm days should improve biologist ion the payroll, and Boatwright
other woods."
here is getting landowners'
and
Asked about possible permission to hunt. A couple
the ,fishing throughout the the pr.erarn to reintroduce_ representatives of the local
area. Angling efforts directed the bird across the state is fish and wildlife department release sites for future of wildlife management areas
towards crappie should be alive - and starting to show are due in Mississippi the first stockings, Wright said- he sees in far eastern Kentucky have'
concentrated froth 10 to 20 feet healthy returns.
of Febrnary to discuss the releases of birds in Caldwell few birds but fewer hunters.
The biologist's name is continuation of the trade, and County this year and perhaps The possibility for success
deep, during the coming
weeks. For up to date water George Wright, and I talked to Boatwright. feels that "we in Todd and 1 ogan Counties in there is high. The information
levels and temperatures him recently W .get-an update should get 60-80 turkeys this coming seasons. Counties and section of the Department of
watch your Fins di Feathers on wild turkeys in Kentucky.
year." After this year, other locations in other Fish and. Wildlife Resources
"Things are really looking 'everything is up for grabs.
regions of the state are also
Frankfort) can supply
pages every Saturday.
up," Wright said via phone
,
-•
But enough time and birds slated for stockings. When the names.
from a wildlife management may have been gainedto allow birds are released depends
But the bestbetfor some big
area in eastern Kentucky.. George Wright to establish an solely on ivhen the turkeys are
and a_ lot of turkeys is .
couz4ry
of
sources
"We had a real toed stocking in-state stocking_Supply. (Tne
from.
available
Missouri.
south-central
still
year last season, and the birds old one at Land between the. supply.
There's a lot of national forest
we've put out had a very good lakes was inadequate to stock
In my opinion of the new land open for public hunting,
reproduction record in the the whole state.) Wright has emphasis
turkey . and the quality of the sport is
on
work should fill out a spring."
established small flocks in two restoration in Kentucky has Arne."the only-drawback is
Wright said that in the past east state areas closed to the _come via the lobbying effortA _
Volunteer Service Form and
turkey
couple of years turkeys have public. These flocks are of the state chapter of the -the $50 non-resident
receive a physical.
fee.
hunting
some
in
the
of
Membership dues are $20- been stocked
flourishing, and they'll soon be National
Turkey
Wild
per year or can. be paid . state's best habitat. "No large enough to supply Federation. Anybody-- inAnybody interested in
quarterty,95 for 3 months,$10 politics have- come into the turkeys for other parts of the terested in wild turkeys owes finding a spot to hunt turkeys
for 6 months,315 for 9 months. birds' placement," he said. state.
it to the sport to join the in Missouri should Write to:
The club also needs members - We've surveyed the habitat
Conservation
How long does it take for a Federation. You'll learn about. Missouri
:-.:landowners- ;attitudes
:
ocitecr.ftwerin—grow hirge _thlifjO6iVE-61911/1F -peoptr- -Verve.
Who would be interested:lin . jindholding' instructions in towards protecting -stocked enough - to 'hunt? Normally who enjoy
and you'll be Division, North Ten Mile
swimming, CPR, snorkeling, birds, and we're putting biologists count on a five-year doing the sport a favor in the Drive, Jefferson City,----MO
turkey-s where we think they'll spa„ between first stocking process. To join the National 65102. Joel Vance; who heads
and boating safety.
Robertston would like to'' have the ..best chance to sur- and first hunting. But George Wild Turkey Federation send up that organization's inthank Bill Strickland and Dick rive and increase.- And our• 'Wright says this time may be $6 I if you've never been a formation section, said wait a
Critchfield and othere non- efforts are showing progress." short-cut in regard to member) to: National Wild month before writing and you
Wright stated that several Christian County. • Wright Turkey Federation, Wild can get a late Copy of a
members who have done sO
much to help the "Aqua areas were .stocked last explained that the initial Turkey Building, Edgefteld, -.publication called "Places to
February, including sites in. stocking there was large South Carolina 29824. Your Hunt in Missouri."
Knights Inc."
Be sure to mark your christian and Crittenden enough and first year
calendar for these coming counties. He said that the reproduction high enough. to
events, Goodyear Akron christian County stocking Consider hunting the flock in
Scuba Cli_b has a Wind- riumbered 53 birds, the largest the spring of 1981. "It all
the program's tistorY, and depends on the hatch this
jammer Cttise from Miami in
March - $275, Ross Maloan has the hens had an outstanding spring," Wright said. "If the
a trip to the Bahamas in nesting season. "We counted flock is as successful hatching
,,ver 70 poults last summer at poults this year as it was last
March-$586.
The next meeting has been the north Christian site, and year, we might be able tii
(! don't feel like we saw them consider a hunt in 1981."
tentatively set for 7 p.m.
111
41.
.
.11111=117"
Wright believes that gobWednesday, March.5, at the :III: Wright said.
Another site stocked was in bler-only hunting doesn't limit
1 It
ROTC building, UTM, Martin,
Tenn. Officers and other in- "north Crittenden where 25 a_turkey flock's growth. A few
terested members meet at liwkeys were releask. These gobblers are adequate to
6:30. For further information birds also had a very good service all hens and continue
Hi-Way 641 S.
'latching season.
normal flock growth. What
_write,. Aqua _Knights inc
The roam reason for the
'
care tit•Decip Mu.s,ftont 1,
the turkey will consider when deciding
in
jump
Murray, Ky.
sodden
Box 26, Union City, Tenn., or
effort' was the - when to allow hunting on.
call (901)536-5731 (after 4 p.m. restoration
location of a supply stock from newly-sto('ked'areas, is a lack
or weekends.)
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Lake And River Stages, Fishing Report
On Thursday, January 31,
the upper stage pool elevation
on lake Barkley stood at
353.83 feet. The water temperature was 42 degrees on the
• surface, 43 degrees at 10 feet,
and 44 degrees at 25 feet.
Kentucky Lake upper stage
stood at 354.07.
On Friday, February 1, the
upper stage pool elevation on
lake Barkley stood at 353.90
feet. Tail water elevation
stood at 317.6 feet. Water
temperature was 39 degrees at
surface 40 degrees at 10 feet,
-__ _and 41 degrees at _25__feet. No
gates were open at 6 am.
Central Standard Time.

Kentucky Lake's upper stage
pool elevation stood at 354.2
feet and the tailwater
elevation stood at 308.1 feet
with five gates open at 6 a.m.
Central Standard Time.
particularly
Fishing,
sauger, had begun to improve
below Barkley Dam until 10

days ago with some gptes
were opened and made fishing
yerS, poor. Ho v4 ever', the water
temperature remains about
right for sonic good sauger
fishing when the water
stabilizes. The nextfont- to six
weeks Should show. some
significant improvement in
fishing below Barkley Dam.

Coast Guard To Be Armed

Hear this, Mr. and Ms. aboard a recreational vessel
recreational boater: expect they • must be equipped to
themselves,"
Coat Guard personnel protect
Warding your boat to be ar- Thompson points out.
Thompson compared the
mednew Coast Guard Policy to
This fact in no way changes those which require police
or detracts)
from the Coast officers to carry sidearms.
Guard's friendly mission of
-The Coast Guard' is the
offering advice and assistance major federal maritime law
to recreational boaters, ac- enforcement agency," he
cording to a Coast Guard' said. "I.ike other law enThe
Jenny
Ridge
spokesman.
forcement officers, Coast
Bowhunters Society held its
Because of the Coast Guard personnel, although not
sixth annual awards and installation of new officers Guard's increasing in- anticipating trouble, must be
Banquet Saturday, January volvement in combatting equipped and ready to take the
26. The banquet Was held at illegal drug trafficking in U.S. action necessary to enforce
the Hazel Community Center waters and the potential for the law."
when
boarding
with 39 members, wives and danger
vessels,
two guest present. Club privately-owned
members supplied their own Commandant John B...Hayes
venison and' prepared their has ordered all boarding officers to wear sidearms.
own meal.
Awards were presented to
Rear Admiral Bernie
Owen Norsworthy, outgoing Thoinpson, Chief of the Office
Gene
to
According
president,. Paul Myhill, top of, Boating Safety, said that Robertson, the "Aqua Knights
monthly shoot award, Bud the use of recreational-craft in Inc." held its monthly Meeting
Raspberry, most improved drug smuggling has become - January 16 viith 13 votb
.
bowhunter and most deer commonplace.
members and seven guest
taken, Ray Wilford, largest
present. Ross Maloan,Murray
"Unfortunately,"
Thom- PADI instructor, gave a talk
buck, Rahdy Lassiter, largest
groundhog, Sammie Tidwell, pson said, "a boat engaged in and slide presentation. Dr„
largest doe, and Billy Dodd, illegal activity usually looks Halbert Dodd of Union City,
.new incomingpresideiat.
- exactly the same as one 'Tenn. gave a discussion about
This ended another year for operating legally.
the possibility of divers saving
"When- our personnel
the Jenny Ridge BOlvhunter
the lives of drowning victims.
discover illegal activity
Society.
Anyone interested in rescue
11-

Bowhunters Hold
Annual Banquet

Aqua Knights Inc.
Off To Good Start

if,

Big Mac's Discount
Sporting Goods

•
e
,

Gone Italliertsaw, hreground, and Dean Moss are preparing to descend with a tool to Atain
do bottom of Reelfoot Lake These men are members of Aqua Knights
lm.

Jeep
i
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641 Super Shell

•HOOKS
•

Where "Service Is Our Business
—

SPORTING GOODS

e

LL

-

and

Hooks Wheel Alignment

-

r

753-6448

JO.

HOOKS Tires, Wheels Apd Accessories

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

641 North

t

Open Mon. thru Sat.9-til 9
Sunday 1-6

641 South'

—753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

•
•

Specializing in servicing fires II 4 WI.Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N 4th

•
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Kentucky Afield
FRANKFORT, Ky. — What
does a drowning person look
like? What is hypothermia?
How are boating rules different from highway rules?
The answers to these
questions and a score of others
are helping to educate Kentuckians of all ages, thereby
reducing water-related accidents and deaths in the
state.
Through boating safety.
courses conducted by the state
Division of Water Enforcement, a concerted effort is
being made to educate
potential boaters, swimmers
and fishermen on the hazards
of water — before the bikinis,
—paddles and reels are hauled
out of Mothballs for summer
recreation.
The . division's 52

en-

forrement nffirPrciarhaspend

the warm Months patrolling
Kentucky waters, speak to
bass clubs, civic groups and

schoolchildren during the
winter. The division, an
agency of the state Transportation Department, offers
a variety of water safety
courses, ranging from the
eight-hour better boating
program to one-hour slide
shows viewed by many of the
state's schoolchildren.
In the better boating course,
students are briefed on
essential boating equipment,
safetr rules and proper
boating methods. At the end of
the course, a test is given and
certificates are issued to the
graduates. Many companies
offer insurance reductions to
boaters with these certificates.
The presentation given
through school systems also
yields substantial benefits for
kids who listen and ask
qILPQtiflqs They are taught..
what to do if they fall into
aster over their head, what
the various bouys in the water

mean and many of the-common sense rules of water
safety which are often
forgotten or disregarded by
adults.
"We are really proud of the
program,"
said
Doug
Shoulders, division director.
"It was initiated in 1973, and
since that time we have
reached more than a half
million people."
The goal of the program is to
reduce boating deaths.
Statistics show that since its
inception water-related
deaths in Kentucky have been
reduced by almost65 percent.
"I truly believe in the effectiveness of this educational
program," said C.R. Sanders,
an enforcement officer from
Danville who spreads the
boating . safety
word
throughout central Kentucky
"When you reduce fatalitiles so
drastically, you know you're
doing something right."

Loh photo, NM Kylo, Mortoa's gap, holds up one of the
14 shovelbills he had snagged
during the morning. Bottom
phetclerry Gray, Control Clty, palls in his 12th
shovelbill. The pair eald they
would stay all day bocavse It
was such a long trip, and the
snagging was real good that
day.
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The vmatkor may be cold but if you con find
a concentration of crappl•, and if they are
hungry, you can have som• fun

A few hardy anglers have
braved the elements this past
week and caught some
crappie and sauge,r. I heard
Robert Lowe had boated some
nice crappie from the blood
river. area and I saw several
fiaVinierriii-reatherwood
Creek that had both crappie
and sauger.
All were taken on minnows
fished along the drop off's and
creek channels 10 to 15 feet
deep. Two weeks ago I
checked the water temperature and it was 43 degrees
in the Kenlake area. Last
week it was 55 degrees in
Leatherwood, no wonder the
fish were biting good!
I am afraid the present subzero weather will shut things
down for a while though, so
lets talk about fishing the
points for bass.
In spring and autumn, all
points are productive. They
not only provide a focal point
In bass migrations, they have
a tendency to hold food as
well. Since there are usually
sandy, clay or gravel-rock
bottoms extending from most
points in most lakes, they
provide spawning areas that
give bass less problems with
siltation.
Although we don't seem to
have much of a problem with
siltation, I do think that our
bass have spawned along the
rocky shorelines in years past.
I think the reason for them
doing this was the rapid rising
and falling of the lake
elevation while they were
trying to spawn in the shallow
;Mesh. They simply won't st.7...;
shallow when the lake level
isn't steady.
This, of course, isn't to say
that anyone can go out in the
spring or fall, find a rint, and
start filling the livewell immediately.
that
Bass
aren't
cooperative. If they were,
there wouldn't be any

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore
753-5142

challenge.
Summer time requires a
special kind of point — one
that runs from shore to the
deepest water in the immediate area.
The reason for the importance of this sort of pointis
that most bass are found in
deeper water in summer due
to the cooler temperatures
and lesser light levels.
However, most of the bass
food, especially in small lakes
and rivers without large
concentrations of shad,
remain in the shallower
water. Why?
Well, everything has to eat,
even the things that bass eat.
Creatures small enough for
bass tO eat must have still
smaller foods, and so on.
The minnows, bluegill,
crawfish, frogs and various
other things that make up a
bass's diet are not found on the
bottom in 15 to 20 feet of water.
Now, a bass isn't going to
starve itself to death just to
avoid a little sunlight and
warm water! This has been
proven many times during the
"dog days." There will always
be some bass in the shallows
around shade producing
structure.
Bass that do go to deeper
water during the heat of the
day, must return to feed in the
shallows by way of a sloping

point or "underwater highway." They seem to be drawn
like magnets because we
cannot see their paths of
travel except on a map or
graph.
I _believe
Iow_er
'end or bottom of a point as.a
landmark just like we use the
part that is above the surface.
The shoreline itself will tell
you in most cases, the type of
point that you have. For
example, tge face of a cliff or
bluff that extends into the
water will be deep. On the
other hand, a very low,
gradually sloping shoreline
that extends up and down the
bank with a point coming out
many well be productive in the
spring and fall but, probably
will not produce many summer bass.
The type of "exit ramp"
point that is most desirable
will most likely start from a
high shore and extend far out
into the lake. A crek channel
that is nearby makes it even
better. It is a pathway from
the sanctuary of deep water to
the bass' delicatessen in the
shallows.
If you have fished for bass
much at all you are aware that
there are times when the bass
are not "on" the points. Thats
just the way of bassin' se> hang
in there.
Happy Fishing!

By John% ilson
Seen any eagle.sTately?
Between Jan. 2 and Jan. 20,
employees of the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
and a corps of volunteers
organized by the Kentucky
Ornithological
Society
counted 70 of these majestic
birds in Kentucky. The count
was part of a nationwide eagle
census under the direction of
the
National
Wildlife
Federation.
But Jim Durell, assistant
director of game management
for the Fish and Wildlife
Department and coordinator
of this statewide eagle count,
feels there are probably more
eagles • in the commonwealth
and would like to hear about
any additional sightings.
"Many of our sensus takers
commented that they saw
more eagles before the count
started," Durell says. "But
lwthe pus gOars-Oftile't f 413,
only eagles actually. seen
during the official counting
period, could be reported."
Eagles are known to frequent
Dale Hollow Lake, for
example, but since none were
spotted there by an. official
counter during the census
period, these birds could not
be included.
As expected,all but 10 of the
official sightings occurred in
far Western Kentucky, with
e sac.c9wltifl&for more
than half the- total. twentythree eagles Were sighted at
Land Between The Lakes and
22 were reported .on the
Ballard County Wildlife
Management Area.
Outside of Western Kentucky, two eagles were seen at
Rough Rivet Lake,three near
the dam at Lake Cumberland,
two in the upper end of
Cumberland(nearSomerset),
two-at Cave Run Lake and one
in Woodford County.
'"chis last bird was probably
just passing through," Durell
says, "since eagles usually
Stay near large bodies of
water, around tall cliffs or in
areas where both these
features occur."
Almost all the eagles seen
during the census were baldeagles, although nine golden
eagles were reported from the
Ballard wildlife area. It takes
a trained observer to tell the
difference between a golden
eagle and a young bald-eagle,
since the latter doesn't
develop its distinctive white
head until it's around- five
years old.
Fish make up a large part of

an eagle's diet but these birds,
like most predators, are opportunists who will eat
whatever's most readily
available. They will feed on
,carrion if it's fairly .fresh and
they like to stay near
hydroelectric generator
-outlets, where fish killed in the
turbines provide easy meals.
They also prey on waterfowl, Durell says. Although
they are quick to take advantage of ill or crippled
ducks and geese, even healthy
birds should keep both e)es
open if an eagle moves into the
neighborhood.
In fact, eagle rese:Tehers
are beginning to see a definite
predator-prey
relationship
between eagles and naterfowl, Durell says. These.
researchers feel that one of
the keys tO eagle management
is maintaining good waterfowl
populations.
ann hr
c
managenient need,-according
to Duren, is to identify eagle
roosts so these sites can be
protected. Tall trees or other
roosts used bY eagles should
not be cut and human activity
in the area should be limited.
Eagles,along with all hawks
and owls, are protected by
federal law:Both federal and
state officials investigate
-eagle killings with zeal,
dedication and perseverance.
They usually get their man.
--frriittittnitt174Kit-arre-dgie
r- eport it to your local conservation officer. If you don't
know him, -call the sheriff's
office or the county court clerk
and ask for his name -and
phone number. The officer
will include. your sighting in
his monthly report, and the
information will be used to
help researchers get a clearer
pictpi e- of the number,'
distribution and Migratory
habitsof eagles in Kentucky
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Birmingham Point
To Remain Open
By Millie R.Dotson
TVA's new policy will go
Tennessee Valley Authority into effect this spring, calling
has announced that the Barge for camping fee of $4.00 at
a
Island Public Use Area, the previously free Barge
locally known as Birmingham Island area. Dwight Goldman,
Point, will remain open to a TVA spokesman, said that
campers.
several improvements will be
complaints, last year,from made at the facility this yeas
residents, law enforcement including the construction of a
agencies, and facility users, sewage dump station and the
alerted TVA of the need for a designation of some areas for
new policy. TVA tentatively
day use only. The boat ramp
proposed that Birmingham will remain open and there
Point be designated for day will be no charge for its use.
use only, but asked for Other improvements are
citizen's viewpoints on the planned for the facility but,
issue. those are long-rangedichanges
A public meeting, in Sep- awaiting 'sufficient funds.
tember at the Marshall
County courthouse, drew
According to Thomas
some 70 people who fas(Sigad--14ipley, manager of the Office
retaining full use' of the of Natural Resources, a
facility. At this time a petition resident manager will be
was presented containing 525_ stationed .at the site. The
Signatures of citlielis who aim) -Manage'%. fwatain -will be-te
favored the campground collect fees and to oversee the
remain g open.
different areas of the facility.

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

WATSON'S
Fish Market
• -759-1208
So. 121h. St.

41
/
4 Miles East of Murray
Our Hwy. 280(Pottertown Rd.)
436-2505
.•
...manswanowassms•10L

appy
Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama
_

(We Specrofire in Kentucky take Catfish)

Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON McClURI

GRAYSON McCi.URE

take 94 Cost ow of Murray for 2 moles Turn ,ght on 130
Follow 280 for 7 mills pot, Bonner s Grocery Take
blocktop ,nto PonoromoPond follow blacktop to your rosin,

Telephone 502-436-5483
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Dr. David C. Roos
To Speak Sunday
The Rev, Dr. David C. Roos
will speak on the subject,
floy_JesusSlur Model,"
with scripture from Luke 2:3940, 46-52 at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, Feb. 3, at
the First Christian Church.
lame Clark will sing a solo
at the morning services.
Margaret Porter will be choir
director and Maxine Clark
will be organist.
Assisting in the services will
be 0. B. Boone, Jr., Walt
Apperson, John 0. Pasco, Sr.,
Henry Fulton, Dr. Clegg
Austin, John Hall, Coleman
McKeel, Dan -1*Keel, Steve
Shaw, Davaid DaughadaY,
Steve Robinson, Brett, Bryan
and Alan Warner.
This will be Boy Scout
Sunday at the church.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.

Snow, Falls On Country
•

By The Associated Press
Temperatures were below
zero along the Great Lakes
and near freezing -along the
Gulf Coast early today, and no
major changes in temperature
were expected as snow and
rain fell over much of the
nation.
Scattered snow showers
were forecast for northern
New England, the northern
Plains and the western Ohio
Valley, while rain was expected, over southern Texas
and from the northern twothirds of the Pacific Coast into
Utah.
Rain fit in the 'Pacific
Northwest early today,
changing to show in the
mountains. I.ight rain was
scattered over southern
Texas, and sleet and freezing
rain were reported in some

areas of that state I ight stiow
was reported along the Great
Lakes and in Ohio and eestern
- New York. - An ice storm near luka.
Miss.. Friday sent frozen tree
limbs down on utility lines.
Power to some 4,000
customers was cut off in what
Robert Grisham of the
Tishomingo Counts Electric
Power Association called the

John Dale Speaker
Sunday At Seventh
And Poplar Church

JohrF Dale will speak on
"Faith and Opinion" with
scripture from Galatians 1:6-9
at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m.
services, and on "The Major
Prophets" with scripture from
Ezekiel 3:16-21. at the 6 p.m.
service on Sunday. Feb. 3:at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry
Bolls, Nicky Ryan, John
Rhodes, William Gargus, Kim
4 Roman road
Weatherford,-Mark Manners,
Answer to Friday's Puzzle 5 At no time
Rowland, Bob Lax,
Edgar
6 Strikes out
EDO• •tic 1:11:130 Randy Wright, Jack Ward,
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Start
6 Fact
11 Tell
12 Gladdens
14 Electrical
abbr
15 Incline
17 Latvian
native
18 Small rug
20 Carouse
22 As written
Mus.
23 Arab chief
25 Nerve networks
27 Chinese
measure
28 Lawful
30 Amended,
32 Pitcher
34 Faction
• 35 Scattered
- 38 Demise
41 Cooled lava
44 Wild plum
45 Attempt
47 Chairs
49 Holy fig.
50 Greenland
settlement
52 Growing out
of
54 Paid notice
55 Oriental
salute
57 Repulses
59 Relaxes
60 Twirls
DOWN
1 Was suitable
to
2 Spanish article
3 Chatter

worst outage since a 1951 ice
storm.
Temperatures around the
nation early today ranged
from 16 below- zero In DUluth,
Minn.,to 64 in Yuma,Ariz.

Memorial Church To
Hear Dr. White At
Sunday Services

lUll
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ALL AFRAID CHUCK

OUR TEACHER'S AFRAID
OF THE PRINCIPAL,THE
PRINCIPAL'S AFRAID OF
THE SUPERiNTENDERT AND
HE'S AFRAID OF THE
BOARD OF EDUCATION...

A 40-watt fluorescent light
bulb gives twice the light of an
incandescent and uses less
'electricity. _

THE ACES
-It IN better to ask some
of the questions than to
know all of the answers
-fames Thurber.

Declarer thought he knew
the answers in the play of
today's trump suit. Unfortunately, he could have no
accurate answers
not
until he first played the diamond suit.
-North chose to respond
one spade instead Of the
standard one heart because
his spades Were so much
stronger. South reversed to
show his strength and distribution and the partnership

WHAT ABOUT
THE CUSTODIAN?

HE AFRAID TO 60
UP ON THE ROOF!

C INC

•46,..e• 6,-.16416
-ova,

OH SLUGGO--STOP GRIPING

I

2-24

EITHER THAT OR
SOMEBODY LEFT
A MATTRESS
BEHIND THE DOOR

ite
f
ttAL4
12

WEST
•J 9 8 3 2
•K
•K 6 3
4 J 1074

EAST
•Q 1065
•

411 J 10 2
052

49 6 3 2

SOUTH
IP A Q 7 5 4
•QJ10974
•A Q -

Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: South. The bidding:
Soeth
1•
2
5
6V

BlONDIE
SORRY, I JUST CAN'T
\"7 • CONTRQ.- MYSELF

PNANTOM
INCLUDING

, _
z
1

DIANA,
LEAVING?

I'M SORRY..
DIDN'T SHE
TELL YOU?

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

BIBLE CALL

Overcoming Depression 1
7594444; Clindren's
Story 759-4445.

Bridal

Fair, Feb. 24th:

sits display of
Bribed Gowns.

Come

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

.753-8298

9. Situation Wanted
Experienced,
educated.
secretary-boolieeper, seeking
position paying $4.00 to $4.50
per hour Will work substitute
or as additional help for any
length of time Call 753-5184
or 753-5285

10. Bus. 0_pprtunify
Excellent business investmett
opportunity Near University
Includes real estate business.
Personal property, and equipment plus inventory For further information call Mr
Spurlock
Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724

14 -Want To Buy
Scrap gold Old ring mountings antique gold. watches
dental gold, etc. we pay cash
For sale:, pre-owned • jewelry
Rogers Jewelers. The Quality
Diamond -4Iora or -Paris-. TV
Northside Court Square. Phone
(901)642-5551.
Wanted to buy Used mobile
homes, 10'. 12'. and 14' wide.
Call 527-8322.
Want to buy Allis Chalmers
disk, pickup type with snap ,
cuppler hitch Call 492-8494

15. Articles For Sale
For sale dishwasher. 14 -ft
boat and trailer 2 dressers,
one bed, one rocker, 2 log
chairs 436-2744

16. Home Furnishings
Couch, love seat, and chair
with ottoman. 2 end talbes and
coffee table, less than one year
old, $950 Call 753-2681
Electric tanie, avatado jreen,
417 years old Call 759-4981 after 430 pm
Portable Hoover washer and
dryer. in good condition. S175
Phone /53-1919 ask for Debbie or 436-2742 after 6 pm
Round dining table with extra
leaf and 6 matching oak chairs
Call 436-2430 after 6 pm

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Free Store 759-4600.

KIRBY
VACUUM
CLEANERS

5. Lost and Found
$300 REINABDI
For dm soh return
of block sod grey
Minialere

Schooner or a
now and proof of
person taking dog
missing from
Dogwood-Glendale
area. No arrest or
Conviction

necessary. Confidentiality
assured. Call 7536862.
Black tan and white female
Beagle Hound lost in Land
Between Lake near Pond
Hollow Buyout. $60 reward'
Phone 474-2259.

Ilar Sotto., aw,
sor ,tod ow,
‘
4111,49 <DM 1901, 647 76 , 4
02

W

110Vorwor

S.,

and
L6,6.66
Cow,

Sous, Po, 16

19. Farm Equipment
1974 1466 International tractor with cab, fully weighted, 20
in tires with axle mounted
duals. 489-2425
165 Massey' Ferguson diesel.
1400 hours, excellent condition. 153-9507
VAC Case early 50 model,
. $750 Call 753-4094 after 4
pm

FENCE INITENIALS
Chain link fence, 3 to
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
rail, barbwire, wood,
and steel post, gates.
Dog kennels. Also pipe
and tubing for structural use.
Wei loveohry • tow Price

11111 FENCE
SUPPLY
4444886
I I WN 60

Padu...th k.

20. Sports Equipment
Boy's Spider bike iur ..ale, $30
Call 753-8200 Can be seen at
1718 Holiday Drive '

22.1Ausical
CAMINO ORGAN Excellent
condition, Worth $600, will
take best offer. Need to sell(
Call 753-0243

23-.rxierminating

North
1•

4,

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Need lady to stay with elderly
lady and do light housework
Call 759-4935 after 5 pm.
Baby sitter needed for 8
week
old
baby.
References required, in
your home, live in town,
prefer older person. Needed to start the first of
March, five days per
week. Call anytime 7530269.

1

10. Bus. Opportunity

OPPORTUNITIES IN
RETAIL
Pass
MANAGE MENT
Opening lead: Jack of clubs
1 Goodyear has initiated
Bid with Cons
a rapid retail store expansion in the Western
out holds 2-2-*
area,
Kentucky
resulting in unusual
career opportunities in
4+-ThefaltowIngftetttr1I 9 8 6 3
'Retail Sales
•A 8
Management Trainees
•K 85.,..
*Sales Personnel
North South
'Service Managers1
3.
I.
Goodyear benefits include: Paid vacations,
free hospitalization inANSWER: Pour diamonds.
surance, and pension
North has made a slam try
program. Opporand shown the ace of clubs.
tunities
for advanceSouth's hand is a super three
ment
those eager
for
response
and
spade
the four
Related
ahead.
get
to
diamond cue bid shows the
sales or service exace and a willingness to coopperience is preferred.
Prate. with _further slam
,e.rowreanje a personal
•
interview, Iiiione 753Send bridge queAtions ta The On
0595 and ask for Mr.
P0 Box 12363 Dallas Texas 7%225
Hagedorn. All inforWith self addressed stamped envelope
mation is kept confor reply
('oV,'ribt its°
fidential.
I ,nstrd Feature Syrultrair
5•
Pass

21
1970
bedro
and
all It
Call
12x6
sale
8553
Turn
2&
Extra
and
refer
1011
Louis
126
Kirk
Febr
211E
Sma
mob
for
$11(
Two
-$12f
deg
4801
12xf
ed.
mile
$13A
Call

30.
24. Miscellaneous
Crystal "Trousseau- pattern:
China "Brocade- by Pickard.
Will discuss prices You will
definitely save' 436-5684 after
5-30
10% off wall paper orders. 72
hours service Coast to C6ast
Hardware, Central Shopping
Center.
Firewood, 18 -inch: 24 inch.
Oak and Hickory. $25 00 rick
--fancl•natsrattioner-14-58-0,-,---7=r=e.
Call 489-2327.
Foam board insulation 4 ft. a 8
ft.. is In., reguarly $3 /9
special $3.29: Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping
Center.
1 Firewood. se4oned, any
length, delivered I $25 per rick
Bower Tree Smite, 753-8536
litewood_loc..sale._• _325 rick
delivered, la or 24 inches. Oak
and Hickory. 489-2321
Gypsum wall board. 4 ft x 8 ft
L: in . reguarly $3.98 special
$3.50 Coast to Coast Hardware. Central Shopping Center
Three year batteries. $29 95
exchange. New Cowed Grocery,
436-5353.
Craig AM-FM 8-track stereo
with 2 Craig chrome box
speakers 60 watt IBI
equalizer, like • new Call 489
2364 after 6 pm
Wanted responsible party to
take up sffiahl monthly payment •
on 25" color t v Warranted
Clayton's
8. 13 Music, 7537575.*

Join with one of the Nations largest retaile.-s in a
business of your own. We are looking for an individual to own and operate a retail tire, appliance
and catalog order center in Murray, Ky. Business is
established with good base . to build from.
Reasonable investment. Interested parties reply to

District

ir A 8 •K 8 5

YOu'LL MISS THE

Cowers
Si. Roots sod Motors
53. Sorvicos Offered
54. For Trade •
55. Food Awl Pawl
56. Ire* Coleman
57. Wowed

saIed into the most reasonabIe slam.
lkclare-r- won- the---club
king in dummy to quickly
start the trump suit. A heart
adS led to 'declarer's queen
and West's king and.
J:Though declarer did not
know it, he had already
!frown the slam away.
Later, he could not avoid
..ne loss of another trump
.rwk and .the opponents got
;110 points and -a reprieve
from ,a very poor score.
Declarer should-delay his
pray in trumps until he gets
some answers about the
diamonds. Why? There are
two ways to play the trump
suit -- one way is to pick up
all the tricks and another is
to guard against losing two
tricks unnecessarily.
The correct line is to win the ace of clubs and to
immediately finesse in
diamonds. Dummy's eight
wins and now declarer
knows he can afford to lose
a heart trick.
The safety play to guard
'against tosing two heart
tricks is to play to declarer's ace and, if necessary.
later to declarer's queen. In
today's case, the ace bags
West's singleton king and
the defense gets only one
aump trick while declarer
gets his slam.

•A K 7.4

BABtES WHEN
DIANA LEAVES.

510 Massey combine 1968
Ford grain truck 489-2220

roe locos is. cissOlicessa oso
ors Mars low.
I. 14
0/Wirt
2. 11•Ac•
3. Cord of Thinks
4. In Mosnery
S. toot end F0004

RA G CORN, JR.

NORTH

NOT AT ALL. THERE
HAVE ALWAYS BEEN y
BABIES HERE..

19. Farm Equipment

Wanted immediately RN on
LPN for 11 to 7 shift, excellent
salary with shift differentials
Insure plan with PCS. drug
-card vacations, and holidays
Care Inn. 4th & Indiana.
Mayfield, 247-0200

Froa

-NANCY

A NURSERY
INAV HESKULL
THEMOST
UNEXPECTED.

6. Help Wanted

WANT Al
CLASSIFICATIONS
listed bon is a ready
rehress• Ho will wooly Nip

SI.

i
r
olaile

I THINK'
SO,SIR

firotice

First Baptists To
Hear Pastor Speak

PEANUTS

I THINK THE'fIRE

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday, Feb. 4, at 7:30
p.m at the Masonic Hall with
work to be- in the Master
Mason degree.
Don Newberry, master of
the lodge, urges all Master
Masons to attend.
A potluck supper will be"
sened at 6:30p.m. prior to the
meeting.

6. Noisi Wasted
"Walking Wisely: Avoiding
4. Situation Wowed
Immorality" with scripture
les. Opportunity
from Ephesians 5:1-20 will be
It. Instrvetions
the subject of the sermon by
13. Insorswor
13. For Soh or fro&
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
14. Wart To INV
minister of the Memorial
IS. Articles For Solo
Baptist Church, at the 10:50
16. Noon furnisaises
The First Baptist Church
a.m. servirt41011INIday, Feb.
17. Voceurse Chrowors
hear
will
the
pastor,
the
Rev,
*
II. Sures Mocos
3,at the church.
I.Form horiproset
Special music will be Dr Hill Whittaker, speak on
25. horn fyiamsesit
presented bY the Sanctuary -Angel and Beast" with
21. Alorrostrotti
and
Children's Choirs, scripture from Numbers 22:122. Orrsicol
the
10:45
at
a.m.
18
service,
23. Estorwaroting
directed by Milton Gresham,
minister of music and youth, and on -The Burnt Offering" 24. Miscollownws
25. Onsisoss Stern's
with. Maigaret Wilkins as with soripture from Leviticus
26. Tv-I.e.
organist and Sharon Owens as 11-9 at the 7-p.m. service on
27. Mailo Noon Solos
G.
t
.
he
3
ieFnRgee
a
se
y
,
tt
S
a
b
28. Mob. Nom Roots
pianist.
se
1r.vice
mo
stlaciely
ill, 31. Nortino•Cooing
Guy Cunningham,deacon of
341 &lawns &Wei
the week, will assist in the
pastor, and Paul 31. Wort Ti toot
services.
32. Apts. fir font
The ordinance of The Lord's Dailcl, Jr., deacon of the
33. Rooms for foot
week.
34. Nooses For Root
Supper_ with scripture from I.
33. Forms For hot
ptat music wilt include'
Se
Cor. 11:23-28 will be the theme
34. For Roo Or tons*
of the 7 p.m. service with solo by Mrs. Judy Henry at the 37. livisstsali-Secitios
miming
hour
and
by
Wayne
special music by Darryel Lee.
38. Pots-Sworn*
Sunday . School with Don Halley, minister of music, at 29. PowitrY-Soppess
Rogers as director will be at the evening hour. The Church 41. Prosinco
41. Peek Sao
9:40 a.m., and Church Choir with . Joan Bowker as 42.
Nemo Loons
Tr2ining with -Kerry Let- oreamst and *Ilene Knight as 43. Roil litorto .
atuth
44. les for
terman as director will be at 6
services.
45. Faros For Solo
p.m.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 46. Nowa For Solo
Volunteer nursery workers
47. Alotorrydos
will be Modelle, Claude and a m and Church Training at 6 48. Art,. Sonic..
p
!r.
on
Sunday.
Cary Miller.
41. ltsott Cars

IlU

N JUl
iii
ill IIRUUJ WI
RR.iIIRUa

SIRED ADS

Murray Lodge Will
Hold Meet Monday

Box 546
Manchester,Tn 37355

(615) 723-9887

PRODUCTION SUPERVISORY

PERSONNEL
Emerson Electric Co. has an immediate opening for Production Supervisory Personnel with
experience in machining and-or assembly
operation. This is a growing manufacturing
concern located in a small town, near Kentucky Lake, offers excellent benefits and
salary. Send confidential resume and salary
requirement to:
Andy Bodiarach
Industrial Relations Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242 Equal Opportunity Employer

GUYS & GALS
HAVE FUN WILL TRAVEL
Put on your traveling shoes, join the
young group doing promotional sales.
Must be 17 or older, no experience
necessary, we will train. Travel major
cities and -resort areas. All expenses
paid during training. Above average
earnings. Must be able -to start work at
once, for iriferview
'
contact: D.J.
Brooks, Tuesday 11 a.m. - 4 pen.,
Holiday Inn.
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27. Mobile Home Sales 32. Apts. For Rent

nt
ill

30. Business Rental
Attention Contractors! For rent
office space with storage,
building 30x90. can rent all or
Dart. natural gas heat and free
water One mile from city Call
753-2486 after 530 pm
Four car cleanup shop fin rent
with air Phone 753-6831

In.
trd
will
fter
72
last
,ing
ch
ick

*8
79
iast
mg

rd
er

Atka
Werelsnese
St•rege Space
For Rust
753-475S

3/ Apts. FOr Rent

37.livestock-Supplies

super clean. 3
Deluxe
bedroom apartment central
air -heat pump No pets $280
641 South 492-8452
Furnished apartment $125 per
month plus deposit Call 751
3411 between 11 am and 3 pm
or come by 1607 Farmer Ave

For sale 11 year old mare with
6 month old horse colt 4354116
Good Timothy and clover hay
for sale. Call 753-5532 after 6
Dm

Or

Rent
furnished
Nice
apartment for 1,
2,. 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.

•

ft • '
;
cial

7618 after 5:00

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd puppies, also guard dogs 5542153
Beginning dog obedience
classes, all dogs from two months up are trainable. Have a
better behaved companion.
Call 436-2858.

Dobermans, AKC, housebroken,
obedience trained, sub-novice
New duplex. 2 bedroom apart- level Right price for right person (901)642-9122
ment. 753-7853

95
ery

to
ent •
ed
53

Baitc and Advanced dog obedience classes and private instructions. Also tracking and
protection training All breeds
and ages from 2 months up
Professional instructor, 4362858

43. Real Estate

NEAR DOWNTOWN
Investment opportunity with this large older
home near downtown.
Excellent room arrangement for professional offices or apartments. Also garage
behind
apartment
main home included in
package. Price now
only $45,000.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 Square feet insulated metal building
on III acres located on
busy highway 4 dales
from Murray. Priced
below, replacement
cost - 60's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for full time real
estate service.
Waterfront home...You've
dreamed of owning your own
home On a large waterfront lot
and being able to watch, the
sun rise glisten across the still
lake! Well, here is is. 2 acres on
the bank of deep ,water with
TVA dock permit: spacious
room home' which will allow
you to add your own. finishing
touches Appliances included
Central electric heat and air is
supplemented by a wood burning stove. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724
•

011

10‘

..-BOYD-M MORS.'"

REAL ESTATE
753-8080
WIth Ttit

reo
box
181
89

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES AT
HAWAIIAN TROPIC
Don Faughn Enterprises, Inc.
One, of the nation's leading distributors of suntan
products, is now interviewing for the postionis
listed below. If your qualifications meet the indicated requirements, please apply in person at our
personnel office.
Accounting Clerk/Secretary-Typist
Immediate opening for persons) interested in a
variety,_ of Tesposisipilities afici
OPpOrtunities. Requites at least /years of tee-ea- office
experience, basic working knowledge of accounting, typing 60 wpm with a heavy form application.
Shorthand not required but a plus. Sound knowledge
of English usage and grammar is a must. These are
responsible positions with good growth potential,
salary commensurate with experience, including a
fully paid benefit package.
Clerk Typist/Fun-time and Seasonal
Requires at least 1 year of recent office experience, typing 60 wpm, and form application.
Sound knowledge of English usage and grammar is
a must. These are responsible positions with good
growth potential. Salary commensurate with experience. Full-time positions include fully paid
benefit package.
Warehouse Persons/Full-time and Seasonal
We are seeking a few exceptional people. Responsible persons will possess prior warehouse experience and be knowledgeable in the following
areas: tow motor operation,semi spotting, packaging, inventory control, and UPS-common carrier
labeling. These are responsible positions with good
grauttli, Montlid Salary.rzurnmensurate with _experience. Full-time positions include fully paidbenefit package.
Hours: Mon-Fri.8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.mf:
Apply by phone or in person
Monday-Friday
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.Only
753-1;62
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Route 8,Andrus Avenue

Don

4

Faughn Enterpriser,
Inc.

50. Used Trucks

"Good news? Better check it out first."

43. Real Estate
Puritan & Thurman
Insurance &
Pool Estots
Southside Court Square

Mousy,Kentocky
753-4451

First time offered Brick home
lust 5 years old located on approximately 234 acres of land
with excellent garden site, and
room Jr outdoor•14v44:-.30 -x
30 detached garage and work
shop with heat and bath. Home
has convenient and economical
central gas heat and fully 46. Homes For Sale
equipped kitchen
Priced
below appraised value. Call For sale: 3 bedroom -duplex
Spann Realty Associates, 753- -with central heat and air with
heat pump, all electric ap7724
pliances, refrigerator stove,
dishwasher, garbage disposal.
and drapes. Call 753-7941.
•
House for sale by owner. 106 S
13th St. Call 753-0305
Unfurnished five bedroom
house, ,centrat gas heat, ideal
for large family or several individuals. 753-5791
ECONOMICALLY
SPEAKING
48. Auto. Services
Three bedroom house
on 2 acre lot locateon
ATICREI.IN MICHELIN
Utterback Ho
CARROLL
north of Muigi1The
TIRE
home has itrt sq ft
SERVICE
of liOrea, new
YOUR CAR AND
roo
has been
LIGHT TRUCK
recf.
rAly insulated.
TIRE DEALER
Priced at only $26,000
1105 POGUE
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.for all your
753-1480
Real Estate needs.
SAKIIRIN lAKNILIN
SUPER STARTER
HOME
Neat two bedroom at
Lynn Grove. Just
listed. House has family room with a wood
burning fireplace,
covered patio, carport, garage, and outside storage. House
sits on a nicely landscaped 1 acre lot.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for fulltime Real Estate Service,

111

Want A Form?
95 acres about 50 open.
Neat 3 BR., home in
condition.
prime
Almost new large
metal pole barn,
tobacco barn, excellent investment only $85,000. Only 2 mile
E. of Ledbetter
Chlarch Rd. off Hwy.
1346. Call today.
100 ACRES

Farm, 25 product,ve
acres, (approximately
$10,000. saleable
timber.) Lots of
blacktop
highway
frontage, located on
Palestine Church Rd.
off 94 E.$75,000.
e...••r•41••••tripare-str-

753-8080
.look us over before you look
around., When you're .ready to
buy a home, you need a lot of
questions answered. Like what
kind of financing is best?
Where are the schools? Shopping Centers? What about the
paperwork that's usually involved? Get the lump on these and
other questions by calling Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
.at 753-1492. We have lust this
kind of information that makes
er
your house hunting

43. Real Estate
We're sold on your house
before we sell it Our theory is
simple. We take the time to
know your house price it correctly, and discover its distinctive features. Because we're
sold on it, it's much easier to
find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then w,e even save you
time after the sale by helping
with time-consuming paperwork. It's all a matter of spending our time wisely so it
doesn't waste yours This is lust
another reason you should call
Century 21.. _Lorena_Jobs
Realtors today at 753-1492.
We're the Neighborhood Professionals.

1VA011111111VA0111N11

One bedroom garden apart1970 Hallmark, 12x55 2 ment, Hamlet North Apartbedroom, electric heat. washer ments. Call 753-7550.
and dryer. 2 air conditioners
all kitchen appliances $4250 Two bedroom furnished apartment Call 753-8731 after 4
Call 753-0827
pm
12x66 Norris mobile home for
• sale. Call 753-2617 days, 753- Unfurnished apartment, quiet
8553 nights ask for Jerry neighborhood, shown by appointment, deposit and
Turner
references required. Call 75328. Mob. Home Rents 8784
by 4 pm.
Extra nice doublewide home 34. Houses For Rent
and 79 acres land. -Write giving
references and phone to Apt 3, For rent 2 bedroom house near
- 10176 Squire Meadow. St Unrversity. Call 492-8225
Louis, MO 63213.
For rent Three bedroom brick
1255 trailer for rent near house Call Robert Wiggins,
Kirksey, available after 753-4566 or 753-8164
February 1st No pets 489- Nice three bedroom home in
2118
Benton, close to stores, $250
Small attractive 2 bedroom per month, security deposit remobile home in Murray, ideal quired. Adults, no children or
for single girl $110 deposit pets. Call 527-1962 after 6 pm
$110 per month 753-9829
Unfurnished five bedroom
Two bedroom trailer for rent house, central gas heat, ideal
•$125 per month $75 security for large family or several indeposit No pets Call 753 dividuals 753-5791.
48108
36. For Rent Or Lease
1260 Two bedroom, furnished, electric heat one fourth
Office Space for
mile west of Almo Heights,
$134 per month plus deposit
Rent. Call 753Call 753-4661

-0
at

any
ick
6
rick
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38. Pets-Supplies

CIASSIHEDIS

Thornton Tile
& Marble
4

53,services offered

cleaning
1970 F-250 Ford pickup truck.. Hold over! New 1979 Ford F- Carpet
free Will haul driveway white ruck
$600. Call 753-4652 betweto• 350 4x4. Lock out hubs, load- estimates satisfied references and Ag lime, also have any type
ed with all equipment double Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean of brown or white Pea gravel
8 and 430.
tanks. big mirrors, deluxe two- irig Call Lee s Carpet Cleaning Also do backhoe work Call
For sale 1975 Ford 34 ton tone paint,
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
green on white *753-5827
pickup power steering 'and Make an otter Parker
753-6763
Ford.
brakes $2400 759-1322
Insulation blown in by Sears
753-5273
Will do plumbing and heating
For sale Wrecker One ton Ford
save on these high heating ant' repairs and remodeling
around
Blazer.
4
wheel
K5
1978
drive.
trucck with 440 Holmes
cooling bills Call Sears 153- the home Call
753-2211 or
wrecker with dollies, dual fuel 4-speed with lockout hubs, air. 2310 for free estimates
753-9600
tanks. bar lights, and extras. white spoke wheels, new white Income tax service. We search
miles.
tires,
If
In28,000
letter
WrIl
haul anything that fits in a
Call 753-2486 after 5.30 pm.
terested call 753-5770 after 6 for every legal deduction and pickup and will also do odd
credit due. John Pasco, 1653
1976 Ford 4x4 F-I50 ps pb pm.
large or 'small Call 153Calloway Avenue, open from 9 lobs,
red mechanically sound body
5857
1976
Ford
Pickup.
F-100.
am til 5 pm. Call 753-5791
fair shape Call 436-2639
40,000 actual miles, long bed.
1977 Ford F-250. power steer- overload shocks front air Available for special appointFor the best in framing,
ing, power brakes. air condi- shocks. rear 302 engine 2 BBL, ments.
our Frame Shoop, has
tioning, with 8.000 lb Warn 4-speed manual transmission, K & B Construction. alumintim,
what you need.
winch. Call after 5 pm. 753- factory Ford fiberglass topper. vinyl, and steele siding
CARTER STUDIO
Remodeling, room additions,
1473.
Call 436-2336 after 6 pm.
roofing.
Call
Free
estimates.
304 Main
753-8298
1978 F-250 Ford, 4x4 red and 1968 Scout 4 wheel drive
white. automatic, air power with chrome wheels and ten- 395-4967.
steering, power brakes, lockout hundred tires, in real good Licinsed Electrician and gas in- Wet basement? We make wet
hubs. traction-loc, low mileage. shape 753-8533 days or 753- stallation, heating installation basements dry, work completeand repairs Call 753-7203
Parker Ford. 753-5273.
ly guarenteed. Call or write
6132 nights
Mobile home anchors and Morgan Construction Co
1979 Ford F-150. 4x4, short 51. Campers
underpinning, aluminum or Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah
bed Ranger. Red and white.
local. Air,. automatic, prier For sale: Topper for long wheel fiberglass. Also patio awnings KY 42001. or call day or night
and 'carports. single or double. 1-442-7026.
.steering, power brakes. AM-FM base truck $75 759-1322
Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6 Will do sewing and alterations
stereo radio. New aluminum 52. Boats and Motors
wheels and new white raised
pm.
Also specialize in making
sale: 1979 14 ft. Lowline
letter tires. Parker Ford, 753- For
fishing boat, semi-V• bottom Tree trimming and removing uniforms. Call 437-4401
5273.
with 20 hp Mercury motor. Call Also light hauling. Fret Will trade caipentry plumbing
estimates. 753-5476.
1978 GMC Sierra Grande, 34 753-3030.
and odd lobs for merchandise a
ton-. 4x4- *arootr-antr--ereart.er cash Enre- thM t
Call
Offered
53:
S
ervices
--Loaded with,. all equipment.
759-1799
riggs
Super nice. Low mileage. -AA-1 ALL. TYPES home remodel55. Feed And Seed
Pointing. Remodeling,
ing
and
maintenance.
Parker Ford. 753-5273.
8. Repair
References. Guaranteed work.
Timothy hay and Fescue hay for
All work guaranteed
Hold over! Bronco. 4x4. 351 V8
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
sale. Call after 5- pm. 753Seenli or Big Jas
engine, 4-speed transmission,
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
7787.
silver metallic, traction-loc. CT
753-8021
bar, air, automatic, power
56. Free Column
steering, power brakes. Needs Concrete and block work Block
Female. 10 month old, half
Will
do
basements,
driveways,
heating
plumbing
and
garages,
to go! Parker Ford, 753-5273.
walks, patios, steps, free repairs and remodeling around German ShOherd, half Afghan
the home. Call 753-2211 or has had all shots, real gentle
estimates. 753-5476
Hold over! New 1979 F-150
753-3508
753-9600.
4x4, dark green. V8 automatic, Carpentry service. Whatever
quality
new,
old
or
needs,
your
•
power steering, power brakes:
It's got to go! Parker Ford, 753- work. Call 753-0565.
Fill Neese Cleaning
5273:
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable. Walls: windows, floors and carpets, gutters.
Free
Hold over! New 1979 F-150. rates, prompt and efficient serestimates.
and
Insured
experienced.
Call
day
or
4x4. dark green. V8 automStic, vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489night:
•
2774.
power steering, power brakes.
759-1176
It's got to go! Parker Ford. 753- tarpentery. Quality workman5213.
ship. New or repair. Hawley
1978 Jeep Cu7 Renegade Call Bucy, 492-8120
NORNRUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Driveways white rocked and
753-7597
MR Welosat Wins
Clifford
estimates.
free
graded.
International
1973
Travelall
4
after
753-5429,
Closed All Day Wed.
Garrison,
MOORS:
I
NEW
OFFICE
truck, model 1010. 8 cylinder,
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
automatic transmission, air pm,
Price of
conditioned, radio, • heater, Guttering by Sears, Sears conHAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
power, clean. Anxious to sell, tinous gutters installed per
for 11•40481 a Ilona Cas 4. Sp
7$13443 owe 11.” la sewer*- Notary Poiril•
$1195. Call 753-8050 or 753- your specifications. Call Sears
kr••14.
753-2310 for free estimates.
6500.

I

1968 Chevrolet Impala, new
Call 753-4094

Make Money By Saving!

tires. $400.
after 4 pm.

50. Used Trucks

19164-wheel drive Blazer K5.
two-tone, AM-FM 8-track, sharp
Airdey Auction
wheels and tires. Will take best
'teeny Solos
759-4844.
offer.
Co. MOUT Lou,
Auchort•er
1975 Cherokee Chief jeep, 2APP,
0n4
,
door, quadratrack, 4x4, good
PA 19011 4/9 ?946o, 1'9 1'1
753-7411
condition Call 753-8754 after
F.itor Ion^
AROUND THE CLOCK
5 pm.
1974 Chevy 4x4, ps, pb, dual- -tinVs-iiia'160007%7350. Car
753-8572._
1968 Chevy pickup truck with
Custom Designed and Manufactured topper, 63.000 actual miles
435-4311
To Fit Your Individual Needs
1977 Chevy-Silv • C-10.
With Colors to Match Any Decor.
, air.
4x4. Red and •
automatic, power steering.
For That Personal Touch See...
power brakes, real', nice. A
super bargain deal! Parker
Ford, 753-5273.
1979 Datsun King cab, 10
miles, 50.000 miles extended
warranty $5300 or best offer
753-6912.
-4-077 Dodge 4s4, copper-color.
''Quality That Will Pleaseautomatic, air, power steering.
612 So. 9th
power brakes. AM radio, tool
753-5719
box. low miles, local one
owner. Parker Ford, 753-5273.

MARBLE

53.1ervicis-Offe

49.
- Used Cars

1976 Chevette for sale. 1974
Mustang ll Ghia for sale. Call
489-2133 or 489-2769.
1977 Caprice estate wagon,
$3150 Phone 753-6831.
1973 Cutlass S. needs engine.
1400. tall 753-1646.
1975 Chrysler Cordoba, air.
Power steering, brakes, and
.windows cruise. valure interior, new tires Call 753-8449
or 489-2604
Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs 1967 Chevelle Super Sport, tots
Realtors about our VIP Referral of extras asking $1300 Call
Service., because changing 753-6802 or 753-3557
homes is enough trauma by 1975 Olds station wagon, Vista
itself. In a word its callkad- Cruiser, tilt cruise, moon roof,
iustment. Moving from home to . 9 passenger excellent condihi ant" tip, $2400. Call 753-1463
meerborhood.
afFer -7 pm or-8-5 75911700.
After we sell your home. we
pride ourselves on knowing the 1978 Pontiac Sunbird, 12,000
neighborhood that awaits you actual miles automatic, air, 8elsewhere...The schools, parks. track tape. dark green with tan
shopping facilities. Now for the,- vinyl top and interior, wire
ingenious part...VIP Referral wheel covers Call 753-8847
may also find a buyer for your after 5 pm
present home from another ci- ,1912 yolkswagen Super Beetle.
ty, then help that family adjust new tires completely rebuilt
to your neighborhood. Sound motor, body excellent. 753familiar? It's the same thing 9507.
we do for you someplace else.
1976 Vega stationwagon, exCall 753-1492 for helpful inforcellent condition. Call 753mation on this service.
1853.

JOHN SMITH

50. Used Trucks

1. How can you make money?
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneecked items that are gathering
dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

2. How can you save money?
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified ad
'department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items you
have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
ANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the Classified
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified ad will
run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day.
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular customer
of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
ANS:The sale is open to everyone:

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
C\ will remain in effect.

No. Days
paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
ANS: YOU SAYE MONEY. There is no way you can lose U you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on yourbusiness advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read section
of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount of advertisiO0
you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
-

Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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Mrs. Emma Tooke
Dies In Nashville
Following Illness
Mrs. Emma O. Tooke. the
Mrs. Ray
of
mother
Ramona ) Roberts of Murray,
died Friday at Vanderbilt
Nashville
in
Hospital
following a short illness.
Mrsl`looke. who resided on
Route 4 Cadiz with her
husband, was 61.
Other survivers include two
sons. Rodney Tooke of Trigg
County and Delano Tooke of
Deland, Fla.; a sister.
Camila: and three brothers,
Eroll and Zane Williamson of
Trigg County and Elias
Willimson of Jackson, Miss.
Mrs. Tooke was a member
of the Hurricane Baptist
Church in Trigg County where
funeral services trillbe_heldat
2:40 p.m. Sunday. Officiating
w ill be the Rev. Y. Duane
Holland and the Rev. Harold
1.assiter. Burial will be in
Oliver Cemetery in Trigg
County.
Friends_ may call . at the
Goodwin Funeral Home after
-

died four days later.
that would be Kivett an
INTERNATIONAL
auto
— -Canadian Prime
council under the home-rule
"there
said
Clark
Joe
Minister
plan being negotiated for the
now is greater hope than in the
occupied West Bank and Gaza
past" for the release of the 50
American hostages at the U.S. Strip, the authoritatiie Lauri)
reported
Embassy in ilthisimaikattp.cnai_rr,,VAhraiii
today.
U.N. diplomat predicted the
The newspaper credited
captives would be freed within
ideas" for helping
-American
plan
two months under a
to arrange the partial
devised by U.N. Secretarybreakthrough during the
General Kurt Waldheirn.
However, the militants eighth round _-of__EgyptianIsraeli autonomy negotiations
holding the embassy pledged
Friday in a statement ad- that ended Friday in the Tel
Aviv suburb of Iferzliy a. U.S.
dressed to Ayatollah Ruhollah
Mideast envoy Sol Linowitz
Khomeini to "remain faithful
in on the talks_ tx,tween
sat
path...
revolutionary
your
to
and fight against clam- Israeli Interior MinisterNosef
Burg and Egyptian Prime
promise."
Minister Mustafa Khalil.
IS1.AMABAD, Pakistan
NATIONAL
AP)— U.S. National Security
MIAMI,(AP) — A manAdviser Zbigniew Brzezinski
_charge against a
slaughter
today delivered a personal
letter from President Carter Dade County policeniaa has
to Pakistan's president, been upgraded to. secondpledging that the United degree murder in ,the alleged
States will take necessary beating death of a black
businessman, an act une of six
steps to defend Pakistan from
involved in the
—officers
Afghanistan,
in
Soviet troops
- ongoing inquiry called the
highly placed sources said.
"equivalent of a police riot."
Prosecutors say Arthur
CAIRO, Egypt rAP) —
33, was battered the
McDuffie,
have
Israel
and
Egypt
reached agreement on .a night ofDec. 17 by police using
package of 19 responsibilities fists, clubs and flashlights and

PRICE. Utah iAPt .
James Heber Norton, a fornier cook who has spent more
than a third of his adult life in
prison: has-been sentenced to
die there by jurors who said
they had few qualms about the
penalty. Norton is 72.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON IAP1 —
Treasury Secretary G.
William Miller says he will
remain on the job, even
though he admits the Textron
Corp. made "questionable and
improper payments" to
foreign officials while he
headed the conglomerate. Miller told a Friday news
conference,"I do not intend to
resign. There has been no'
coniniunication from the
president suggesting such a
thing." Miller said he knew
nothing of the paymente7

Best Laid Plans Fall Apart
For Boofiitille Highway Crew
HoONVILIE, Ind. ( AP ) —
The best-laid plena of the
Boonville Highway Deppertinent did little good this
week as the southern Indiana
city,prepared to deal with the
season's first snowfall.
Far several days, Mayor
ToIll Pryor and city road
crews monitored their radios;
listening to repeated weather
reports warning of the coming
storm
that's all we heard for
da% s We're going to get it.
re going to get it," Pryor
said l'hursday.
Highway Crews spent the
first part of the week getting
read. Spreaders were loaded
with salt and sand.Snowplows
Nen. mounted on two city
trucks And the road grader

was prepped and ready
Early Wednesday, the
storm filially arrived, and the
mayor made his way to the
city garage at 3 a.m. to
oversee the assault on the
snow.
Unfortunately, bad luck was
also on the way.
The first truck stalled two
blocks from the garage, its
generator unable to run the
engine, the blade lift, the sand
spreader and the lights.
Meanwhile, back at the
garage, the road grader
wouldn't start.
,
And ...a few feet away,
mechanics Iiiinched over the
second truck, which was
pinned to the ground by its
own blade.
Eventually, th-e driver of the

The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Nitschke, Jr., will speak on"A
Growing Consciousness of
God" with scripture from
Luke 2:41-52 at the 100:50 a.m.
service on Sunday, Feb. 3, at
the First United Methodist
Church.
Mrs. H. Glenn Doran wd,
sing a solo,"He Touched Me,"
and the Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Mrs. Bea Farrell as organist,
will sing the anthem,"God Is
A Spirit."

stalled truck discovered that
the truck would run if he
turned off the headlights. He
plowed through the night with
his parking lights.
The truck that had anchored
itself to its parking space
finally broke free when
mechanics repaired the
hydraulic system that lifts the
blade.
And the road grader came
back to life when someone
gave its carburetor a whiff of
ether.
The long night ended happily, with all the city's main
streets successfully plowed
and sanded by morning rush
hour, Pyror said.
But the mayor said he may
have trouble facing future
storms with confidence.

Church School will be held
at 9:45 a.m., the Covenant
Prayer Group will meet at 5
p.m., the Junior and Senior
High UMYF will meetat 5:30
p.m.,and the second session of
the Middle East Bible Study
with Dr. Farouk Umar as
leader will be at 6 p.m., all on
Sunday.
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Coal Tycoon's Wife Says
She Killed Husband To
Save Herself And Son
I eona Canada said she killed
her husband, coal tycoon
Claude Canada, to save
herself and her son, the
has
Herald
I.exington
reported.
glad it was me and not
my son who had to do the
shooting," Mrs. Canada. said
DONATIONS are being in "`
tOpyitght interview
taken at both the' Bank of Friday,- "because I'm certain
Murray and the Peoples Bank that my husband came up
• to help toward the cost of the there looking to do away with
_expenses for the operation of the both of
Rita McClain, 15 ,year old
Canada, 61, was shot to
sophomore -at Calloway death early Wednesday.
County High School. She will Police said it happened after
enter the Western Baptist he broke into his wife's
Hospital. Paducah, on Feb. 10, Jessamine County house.
• for surgery on her neck. acRoy
Fourteen-year-old
-cording to - Janet Ferguson. Canada, the couple's son,
Miss McClain is the daughter witnessed the slaying, said
of Mrs. Jerry Brawner of Mrs. Canad•f, who is to be
• Murray Route 5 and the arraigned . Tuesday'., in
granddaughter of Mr. and Niicholasville on a murder
Mrs. I3ernice Bishop of New charge. She is free on $20,000
Concord. .For information bond.
persons may call Mrs.
Canada apparently drove
Ferguson at 436-2519.
from his home near Pikeville
to Jessamine County late
Tuesday against the advice of
his attorney. He and his wife
separated New Year's Day
The Rev. Billy Turner, after 15 yeara of marriage and
pastor of the Sinking Spring
Mrs.Canada filed for divorce.
Baptist Church. will speak at
Canada had been under
both the 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. court order since Jan. 15 not to
worship _services_ on Sunday, visit his- wife-;the Herald said. •
Feb. 3, at the church. Lake To obtain that order, Mrs.
Hall, deacon of the week, will Canada filed a sworn
1._
assist.
statement that her husband
Special music at the mor- had threatened her with
ning services will be the "physi01 violence and bodily
selection, "God Shall Wipe harm."
Away All Tears," by the
Estimates of Canada's
church choir with Judy
wealth ranged from $60
Herndon.Randy Herndon,and million -to $100 million. His
Tommy Scott, director, as holdings included the Canada
soloists.

Sinking Spring To
Hear Rev. Turner

DrFrank Butte
Speak At Hazel
Mason's Chapel

Coal Co. at Kimper .in Pike
County, a 4.000-acre horse and
cattle farm near Morehead,
several thoroughbred horses.
and various real estate and
investment securities, the
Herald said.
Mrs. Canada's divorce
petition listed her occupation
as corporate secretary of
Canada Coal Co. She said she
also was vice president and
part owner of the mining interest.
Canada may have written
joint wills for the couple, in
which the surviving spouse
would inherit the entire estate
of the Other,"but I'm not sure
about that," Mrs. Canada
said.
''There hasn't been a
reading of the wills yet. There
may be' a provision for the
children," she said.
Without a will, Mrs. Canada
and her husband's children
would share the estate, under
Kentucky law. Roy Canada
was the only child from their
marriage. Canada had three
other children from two
previous marriages.
A murder conviction would
force Mrs. Canada to forfeit
her share Of the estate, according to Lexington attorney.
John R. Martin Jr.

711
Stackable Soup Cups

0 Our 1.37
6-Pr Pkg.

Ea . Our 117

Sheer Nylon Knee Highs
basic shades Shop at K-an

•ConvonSerel End tnie•cm••• owns

Our 2 2 7

Malted Milk Balls
A real taste treat in a --14 ozs•_Save at i<

Lestoir Rug Shampoo
.arton

Easy-on spray cleans.
deodorizes rugs 19-oz •

goer wi
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Morning Prayer services
will be held at 9:15 a.m. on
Sunday, Feb. 3, at the St.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620
Main SU set, Murray.
Acolytes will be Brian
Doyle, Samar Mahfoud, and

. F9144"31°d844
'
-7Bert-Itteere
-Plantr—
and Steve Hale will be the lay
and Eddie Outland, the voihn.
Hale will be in.
Cindy
readers.
Bus driver for the month of
of the nursery.
charge
F-ebruary is Larry Bogard,
Flowers will be. by the Bur753-2353.
chfield family.
Sunday School with Jim..
Church School and Adult
10
at
be
director
will
Neale as
The Rev. Dr. Frank Bulk, Class will be held Sunday at
a.m., and Church Training superintendent of the Paris
10:30 a.m.
with Randy Herndon as District of the United
The congregational meeting
director will be at6 p.m.
Methodist Church, will speak will be held at 4 p.m. Sunday
at the services on Sunday, with a meeting to be at 4:30
Feb. 3, at 10 a.m. at the p.m. with the rev. John
Mason's Chapel Church and Eberman, Elizabethtown,
at 11 a.m. at the Hazel Church. consultant in search for a new
Hama W. Brooks will speak
The pastor, the Rev. John vicar.
at the 10:30 a.m. services on Churchwett
all
urges
Sunday , Feb. 3, at the members and the public to
University Church of Christ.
attend one of these services to
Students from Murray State hear the district superinUniversity will be in charge of tendent:. _ _
the services atTp.m.
Acolytes at Hazel will be
-Assisting in the services will Terri -Malcolm and Johnna
be 'Ernie Bailey, Robert Jones. The United . Methodist
The Music Department of
Hendon, W. H. Brooks, Gary
Youth Fellowship will meet at the Murray Woman's Club will
aylor, Keith Hays, • Larry 445 p.m. on Sunday at the
sponsor a High School Piano
— •
-14ritel-ghers.44,
/TM"prize—
fi
Welter, Kyle Wall, SteVe
being $25 and the second and
cochrum, Duane Dycus,
third prizes to be awarded at
Danny Claiborne, Larry
the discretion of the judges.
Dunn, James Feltner, James
Contestants will compete at
I .a w son, and Sherrill Gargus.
club house on Tuesday,
the
Nursery supervisors will be
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
Alice. 1115g,, _Joann Simmons,, .will speak. -on the_ -subject, Feb. 19, at 7:30 p.m. For entry
more information,
k erona Grogan, and Becky
"Stand Up and Speak" with forms or
contact Mrs.
may
persons
Page.
scripture from Luke 4:21-30 at
753-9371.
at
Illowery
Kathy
Bible Study Will be' held at
the masses at 6:30 p.m. today
compete in
will
The
winner
¶t• 30 a . m!Sunda y.
4:30
and
a.m.
11
and at 8 and
in March.
contest
district
the
p.m. on Sunday, Febb. 3, at
Church.
Catholic
Re's
I
the St.
Recital
OVC Basketball
Religion classes for all ages
A i'llest violin recital by
The
Murray • State
I iiincock, Murray_,. will be at 9:30 ant Sunday.
University men's basketball
_WeallaY masses Will De .al—flaserS will play .Tennesiee.
15 am.Thn Monday, 4:30 Teh Golden Eagles in an Ohii)
lieeitaTilall of
p.m. on Tuesday,5:30 p.m. on Valley Conference game
. he Fine. Arts Center at
Wednesday, • 10 _a.m. on beginning at 7:30 p.m. in the
Nliirra State University. l'he
_ictital is free and open to Pie - ThurildaY, and 2 p.in. on Murray State Arend on Feb.2.
Saturday.
1900.

4

Oven-safe' glass cups,
diameter Color choice Save .

Stretch nylon with nude -eel,

Our Reg
5 57

Men's Fashion Knit Fashion Details
Terq_Sport Shirts .In Striped Tops
Comfortable shirts at an
easy-going price' Acrylic polyester terry in
smart solid colors

3

CotOrfar OtrnlYfilVeSter
tops in group including
this collared shirt In
misses sizes

1
acn

Gold- Color

50 Trash Can Liners

Trim
I 81O
Metal Picture Frame

Fit 20-30-gal. trash 'cans
16x14x37" by 1 5-mii tha-k

4x5 Frames
5x7 Frames_

Our Reg

3/1.27
211.27

University Church
Plans For Services

Vaporizer moisturizes room
air 1 7 gal capacity Save

Tape Storage Cases

Quilted polyester cotton place mats in
cherry patterns and colors, Washable.
save now

8-track case holds 12 Cassette
case holds 15 Sa.‘ '<mart

Catholic Masses To
Be Held,.St. Leo's

•

08Roll

880Pkg7
Our 1.26

Sale Price

20-Exp.Slide
on each
36-Exp. Slide Film
Great savings

movie

Hot/Cold FOam Plates
20. 101
4
/
2b 9 -dia in plain
or divided plastic foam Save

1

Our 1 66-1 97

Dry Knit - Tube Socks
Yarn attracts moisture to
keep feet comfortably dry,

2 $3
FOR

.

.K mart. Air Filters
For most U.S.. foreign cars.
Air Breather
r

*
88
.

